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ENROLLMENT 
HANDBOOK 
1994-95 COURSES 
AUGUST, 1994 
Office of the Registrar 
KENYON COLLEGE 
Gambier, Ohio 43022 
FALL SEMESTER 1994-95 
Aug 26, Frl .... Residences open for new students; Orlentstion prograa bsgint 
Aug 28, Sun .... Residencss open for returning students 
Aug 29, Hon .... New Kenyon Student registration and enrollment 
Aug 30, Tue .... Classes begin; Upperclass registration; Begin add-drop period; 
Start of Session 1 PHSD courses 
Sep 5, Mon Labor Day; classes as usual 
Sep 5-6, Mon-Tue. . Eve of Rosh Hashana; Rosh Hashana; classes as usual 
Sep 7, Wed End of Add-Drop period; Last day to register; 
Last day to change to audit in Fall 6 Yr courses; 
Fall t Year course enrollments finalized 
Sep 14-15, Wed-Thu. Eve of Torn Kippur; Yora Kippur; classes as usual 
Sep 16-17, Fri-Sat. Alumni Reunion Planning 
Sep 23-24, Fri-Sat. Homecoming; Alumni Council; Kenyon Fund Executive CooelttM 
Sep 26, Hon .... Last day to change grading option—Fall, Yr courses 
Oct 3-4, Mon-Tue. . October Break 
W?.d^ • • . . Classes resume; Two-day grace period 
ct 12, Wed .... Last day to add a course 
• *nd °' Session 1 PHSD courses 
rri"Sat* Family Weekend; Parents' Advisory Council 
n »• i* «' *on~Frl. Midterm reports due to Academic Advising Office 
nil 1,1* U°""rri' Add-drop period for Session 2 PHSD courses 
5' Fri-Sat. Fall Meeting of Board of Trustees 
JJon • • • • Start of Session 2 PHSD courses 
la' 3U!I ' * * * roun<l*r«' Day; Matriculation 26, Wed ... . Last day to withdraw from an extra Fall or Year court# 
with a "WP" 
NO3 IO • • • • Last day for Juniors to declare major 
No« la - ' ' ' ' Thanksgiving Vacation begins 
,  M o n  . . . .  C l a s s e s  r e s u m e  w i t h  n o  g r a c e  p e r i o d  
Hi J0-*® '•»-*. December add-drop period 
Dec 10 i.i ' ' ' ' fnd °' 2 PHSD courses 
Dec it' U.J • • • • Begin grace period before final exams 
Dec 'u LMt d"r of classes in first semester 
n!! 15 IS' Thu-r'i- Reading days 
dIc 19 2' S,t~8un' *xA"lnations 
2- 1'' *on • • • • loading day 
dIc 21 2',iTue-Hed. Examinations 
»  •  « . . .  L a s t  d a y  f a c u l t y  m a y  a c c e p t  w o r k  f o r  F a l l  c o u r s e s ;  
Dec 22, Thu •'"I* 9130 p.m. 
Dec 23 rh,. " * ' • Student residences close at Noon 
'  . . . .  Y e a r -course grades to Registrar'a Office by 10 t.m. 
J# TM# Fall-course grades to Registrar's Office by 10 a.m. 
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FOREWORD 
This publication supplements the 1994-95 COURSE OF STUDY by 
Providing updated information regarding the courses off®r*d ai™ 
Jy providing specific dates for various deadlines, anno"n^"gm^£ 
anges in policies or procedures, and answering some ° 
•guently asked questions regarding policies and proce 
pl«ase save this booklet for future reference. 
NOTICE 
rii1? faculty «nd staff stand ready to encourage and ®dvi®®' the 
l"*1 r*«P<>nsibility for complying with College policies 
" wel1 " meeting degree requirements rests with 
ccmi dual 8tudent. Students are provided with P®"®" 
2 * ° '  Co l l e g e  p o l i c i e s  i n  t h e  C O U R S E  O F  S T U D Y  a " d J a ^ * t  
ENROLLMENT HANDBOOKS and are held accountable for their content. 
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REGISTRATION AND COURSE-ENROLLMENT PROCEDURES FOR 
STUDENTS NEW TO KENYON 
I. MEETING WITH YOUR FACULTY ADVISOR: As indicatsd in the Orientation 
Program, you will meet with your faculty advisor to select your 
courses. Your faculty advisor will have a SELECTION OF COURSES fore 
which you will use to indicate your choices and alternates. 
II. COMPLETION OF THE SELECTION OF COURSES FORM: As you and your 
advisor complete the form, make sure it is legible, and that your 
advisor signs it. It is a good idea to have your upperclass counselor 
check it over before you go to Rosse Hall. If your form is ruined or 
lost, you can obtain another at the Registrar's Office. 
a. You should list ALTERNATE COURSES if your first choices have enrollment limits. 
b. Indicate two ALTERNATE SECTIONS for: 
BIOL 9,10 
CHEM 13,14 
ECON 11 
ECON 12 
ENGL 1-2 
MATH 11 
MATH 12 
PHIL 11 
PSCI 1-2 
PSYC 11 
PSYC 12 
RELN H 
NOTES: 
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SCHEDmVnw^t'^rS0" t0 Ros" Hal1 Auditorium ACCORDING TO in-SCHEDULE ON THE ORIENTATION PROGRAM. Please bring with you: 
1. Your completed SELECTION OF COURSES form (white and yellow copi" 
together) signed by your advisor (AND ANY 0THER WH0SE 
PERMISSION IS REQUIRED FOR ENROLLMENT IN THEIR COURSES.) 
2. Your corrected and signed PERMIT TO REGISTER. 
3 .  A  completed STUDENT INFORMATION form: This is a f o u r -page 
questionnaire on your background and interests. 
4. A pencil, this booklet, and your COURSE OF STUDY. 
YOU MAY REGISTER AND ENROLL AFTER YOUR ASSIGNED HOUR, BUT NOT BEFORE. 
While registration will take place with the aid of the  s  
will be dealing with people, not a machine. The compu e . 
as a tally machine to keep track of who and how many stu 
each course. 
Briefly, you can expect the following. When your assigned ul ty  
arrives, if you have had your individual conference with your rac y 
advisor, take the items indicated above to Rosse Hall and wait. During 
this wait, you will be able to check your schedule for al t®™ k 
selections, and for possible duplication of time perio . 
and correct your Permit to Register. Upper-class students wi ed 
available in the auditorium to answer questions. JJ TO REGISTER 
to a table where your STUDENT INFORMATION FORM and PERMIT p 
will be collected!. As a final step, you will take your SELECTION OF 
COURSES form to the Registrar's Office where your enrollment wiii 
completed and you will receive a printed copy of your scneoui. . 
If you have not had your meeting with your advisor by the tine a#r#r  
scheduled to register, don't panic. You can register y 
your assigned time, (but as soon as possible.) 
Many of the courses typically elected by first-year equal 
•ultipie sections. The faculty wish to have the one or 
in size. Therefore you must expect that by the time y will be 
•ore of your first choices of sections may be fille ,V, help you 
P «ed in an alternate section. The Registrar's staff will help yo 
with thi 
'd",can enrolled only for courses that have bee" PP desk, and no 
isor. Thus, if a course is closed when you rea  enrolled only 
f« thaU cour" i s  indicated on your form, you • aqain to obtain 
.j* • courses. You will need to see your advisory 
enrn?T#1 for  anothar  course and return later to comp including •nrolinent. You can 8ava yourself much unnecessary grief by inc^ 
F e ra l  alternate courses and sections on your Se lec  {  courses if 
Form The staff will enroll you for alternative sections of cour 
a becomes necessary. 
IF yout« • in iBiz® siting that we divide the ^P^^tl^or'nothing to 
oain H scheduled to register at 3:00 you have onlv a few 
?0 " y aPP««ring at 1:00 or 2:00, except a long wa**' l lM„ t  limits. 
In 6" ® lec t®d by first-year students reach their enr ic0  of  
'•ction CKSes you may not  succeed in  9®tt in9 y°cr course, 
•ction, but it is very probable that you will get into 
receivy°Ur s®I®ctions have been entered into the c°j"PU*"rses listed on 
r ,c®ive a printed copy. You are enrolled only in the courses 
3 
that printout. IMPORTANT: The official enrollment of all students ii 
that which is recorded in the Registrar's Office. You will receive i 
grade and credit for these courses, and these courses only! If you 
wish to make any changes (including section changes) you must notify 
the Registrar by submitting a ADD-DROP form. Arrangements with 
instructors and advisors will not work. You will save yourself much 
grief if you take care that you are always properly enrolled in the 
Registrar's Office. No one but YOU is allowed to change your 
enrollments. REMEMBER: IF YOU DIDN'T DO IT IN THE REGISTRAR'S OFFICE, 
IT DIDN'T HAPPEN. 
IV. LATE ENROLLMENT/REGISTRATION: If for some reason you are unable 
to complete your registration or enrollment as scheduled, take your 
forms to the Registrar's Office as soon as you are able. 
VI. ACADEMIC RULES AND PROCEDURES: Be sure to read the rules and 
regulations that begin on page 7 in your COURSE OF STUDY book. There 
you will find all of the regulations and procedures pertaining to 
a®ad*B*c "attars, deluding enrollment requirements, procedures for 
withdrawing from courses, deadlines for making changes, etc. 
RETURNING STUDENTS 
t0 K*nV°n* Please read these instructions and the 
information provided in this booklet. It should answer most of your 
2??!«;?nB about r*9i«tration, course enrollment, and call to your attention some changes. 
ALL RETURNING STUDENTS 
JiLt*^"1^ ,tud*nt» «• to register in the Registrar's Office on « 
1-JSa'tn H °f cla"®« between the hours of 8:30-12:00 and 
liur fr«e-tin>® between classes. If you cannot 
will ba 8t •Pting's enrollment, a copy of your sch 
o! c « available for you to view in the SAC and the Registrar • 
Do not cni! not r*nove ®ny of the schedules from th#" diy s» fSr STi Vh* R*9i«trar's Office on Monday, August 29; this day ror New-student enrollment only. 
havi*?ic«?viHy?U WiU neod y°ur PERMIT TO REGISTER which you should 
cli sJSJi !d in y°Ur Ganbier p-°- ^x. (If you cannot find yours, 1 
receive Fin.n ?PT a? the Acc°unting Office in Walton Hou8B,.,i 0ffic« blfSrl\lt ™y°« should check with the Financial Aid Off 
information uh?°». ?COUnting-) Jt win be partially con,P1*t®J!IILy and m2ki™hi n2n«iCh U already in the computer. CHECK IT CAREFULLY 
sary changes and additions and sign your name. 
70 AV0ID A LATK FEE *0" MUST REGISTER THE FIRST WEEK OF THE 
bring a pen with you to Registration. 
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RETURNING STUDENTS WHO ENROLLED LAST SPRING 
Praaent your corrected and signed PERMIT TO REGISTER to the Registrar's 
You will receive a printout of your enrollment schedule from 
last spring which includes the location of your classes. Check the 
printout for errors. If it is correct, you are finished with 
registration and enrollment. Note that any courses taken on a 
pass/fail basis must be so indicated on this printout. 
RETURNING STUDENTS WHO DID NOT ENROLL LAST SPRING 
Like all other returning students, you are to submit your corrected and 
signed PERMIT TO REGISTER during the first week of the semester. At 
that time, you will obtain a SELECTION OF COURSES form to take to your 
advisor. Return the signed and completed form to the Registrar's 
office. This will complete your registration and enrollment. 
CHANGES AND ADDITIONS IN COURSE SELECTIONS (DROP-ADD) 
Beginning the first day of the semester the Registrar's staff will 
oegin accepting approved COURSE CHANGE forms (Add-Drops) . While you 
_us obtain your advisor's approval for a course change, it is not 
squired that you obtain the consent of the instructor except for 
sed courses, or courses requiring permission. However, as a matter 
cour°Urte8^ to  V*® instructor and to other students wishing to add the 
ss, please inform the instructor if you are dropping the course. 
If you do not receive a PERMIT TO REGISTER in your 
PO Box, you should check with the Accounting Office 
in Walton House. But, if you receive Financial Aid, 
you should check with the Financial Aid Office 
before you go to Accounting. 
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August 10, 1994 SUPPLEMENT TO THE 1994-95 COURSE LISTINGS 
ARHS-73.00 94/IS SEMINAR ANCIENT ART has bssn cancelled. 
ARHS-91.01 94/IS INTRO ASIAN ART, (Blick), 1/2 unit, is offered l«t«a 
ARHS-ll.00 94/2S ART OF CHRISTIAN EURO has been cancelled 2nd eeie»t«r. 
ARHS-22.00 94/2S NORTHERN RENAISSANCE, (Blick),1/2 un, offered 2nd Mi. 
ARHS-41.00 94/2S POLITICAL ART:GOVERNMT has been cancelled. 
ARHS-91.01 94/2S INTRO ASIAN ART, (Blick), 1/2 unit, is offered 2nd »« 
ARHS-92.03 94/2S CLASSICAL TO POST-MODERN IN WESTERN ARCHITECTURE, 
£w^*r,0n! E"^' l'2 u"it, will be offered 2nd semester. 
*. will examine how changing attitudes toward the classical 
*.£ « !? bave influenced its use and abuse in western architecture sine 
the Renaissance. Weekly readings and discussion will explore how and wtiy 
a"d d*ei9n Principles from classical antiquity have been used or 
thl w#8tarn Europe and the United States. Emphasis will fall 
Renaissance, 18th 6 19th century Neo-classicism, and 20th 
century Modernism and Post-modernism. Students will make 2-3 short in-
A^K?4.pr?**ntat^on" and "rite small papers. Basic knowledge of 
"°?,5ac^ura and architectural vocabulary are essential. Prerequisite. 
architectural history survey. Enrollment limited. 
XRRFC?!^°^94/1? 4 94/2S PHOTO/DESIGN IBHL 
(inclnrji dascription: Using a range of non-darkroom based photograp 
Drovidf 5° y°l? transfers, xeroxes, and collage) this class will 
do not r®i with an opportunity to explore ways of making i»®9 
n!rr!uv! L°n traditional techniques. We will explore ways of creating 
of Dhotom-?Vtcture and meaning in images. We will also examine w 
these sedi^depicti9*" th* m8dia' and construct images that re po 
o«ared'°Jd9liiJ.twRTRAIT * DOCUMENT' f®8*' D'>' 1/2 unit' *U1 
paintina* rtr?*<rang* 0t Mdia (non-darkroom based photo Proc88,**'-nting 
S. nr!« ' atudents will explore ideas about r.pr 
Students will a"d is8ues aurrounding the art object as doc 
a ssriei of i.!?*10™ th*88 i88Ue8 in th8 »akin9 of their own work tn 
presentation, *9naents. Th,se issues will be further exaBi"#d . ,0 two 
halves Jith,!""ign8d "ading. The course will be divided int 
practices and tK at MV8n week8 8P8nt examining the range of por« 
document ' Th?. ?,?*COnd 88ven weeks devoted to the art object a 
•xp^u5'toTSi" Wil1 ba a work intensive class, and student, will be 
period. Pr.?«,uiSti: iSj!hi?2?3?UPo?f5!'0rk" " 
51.00 94/2S MARINE BIOLOGY (Van Alstyne), 1/2 un, offered 2nd se 
BIOL 52 94/2s AQUATIC BIOLOGY has been cancelled. 
he^fferid 'id^emSJtU AS VISUAL ART' (Reinert,Davidson), l/2 unit' 
its logical*conneot?xpl°ra th* vi,ual experience of dance and dr""a' 
examining the t2ohn<°n t0 dra"atic literature and choreography. arti«tic 
vision. Students wili'd.**?* d88i9n8r8 use to co®aunicat*1Ling pro J*" will develop their visual acumen by completing v 
in, among other things, sketching, watercolor, scenic painting, and 
drafting. Projects, lecture/discussion, exercises. Prereq: soph standing. 
ENGL-11.02 94/IS MULTICULTURAL ORIGINS OF AMERICAN IDENTITY, (Powell,T.), 
1/2 unit, will be offered 1st sem. J , , . Standing amid the rubble in the aftermath of the L.A. riots President ^ 
Gaorge Bush commented, "This is not what we like to think of as America. 
And yet this is, in many ways, what we have always been a multicultural 
lociety wrought with violently conflicting ideals of national identity. 
Beginning with the landing of Columbus and moving to the close of the 
century, this course will include literary works by African-Americans, 
Native Americans, Chicanos, and Women, as well as canonical authors sucn 
ai Melville, Hawthorne, and Stephen Crane. Theoretically, we will begin 
with the assumption that literature plays an important role in defining 
the cultural borders of "American" identity and look carefully at how eacn 
of these texts works to construct its unique vision of what Thoreau called 
"the only true America." This course is open only to sophomores and 
first-year students with advanced placement. Prerequisites permission o 
the instructor. Enrollment limited. 
ENCl-17.00 94/IS STDY 19TH CENTURY LIT has been cancelled. 
ENCL-25.00 94/is ELIZABETHAN AGE has been cancelled. 
DWL-48.00 94/IS HEROINES HEBRW SCRIPT has been cancelled. 
^T59,00 94/ls CRITICAL THEORY, (Davidson) , 1/2 un, is offered 1st 
couraa will introduce students to a variety of critical aPP . 
to literature, by studying several theories of criticism both ancient 
,rn* Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Enrollment limited. 
ENCL-67.00 94/1S RE-THINKING THE AMER RENAISSANCE, (Powell, T.), 1/2 unit 
(new description) 
nJr *"aricar> Renaissance (1850-1855) was the period in which the 
hIw** * firat "great" literary works appeared—Thoreau's Walden, 
ha« ^°rn*'S Uou" of Seven Gables, Whitman's Leaves ot Grass, *tc:" "" 
aim 0k* to for* the ba®l* of the canon of American literature. . ' t J£o, however, in this same five-year period that women novelists first 
• to commercial dominance and the first Native American and Africa 
live r?" novala w*r* written. We will consider what historical.for 
Ulk thi" **Plosion of literary production. Furthermore, 
Mtin^Uhth* cultural value of "canons" and discuss how our seni,e ° 
S idantitY change, when we include literary work, by "ack, women, 
Colleen* limited" author*" Prerequisite: permission of the instr 
*•"••.00 94/is POSTCOLONIAL LIT has been cancelled. 
""SouirS #4/1S SEN10R HONORS, (Carson, J.), will meet thi-
"••iner 5 "tudents enrolled in the Honors Program in Engliitheory in 
Pr*P«rati«troduces works of contemporary literary critic*aB a" *urse will focS^SS1?" C°r tha -dvanced study of literature. In 1994 the course will 
•tudiaacon«truction of national identity in the age of culture 
Uterarv^w P°atcolonialis». A central assumption of this course is that 
t#chni0Li !wry doaa not and should not provide a set of tools 
Produce for an interpreter can apply to a literarytext i di xt 
•nd'o* ^ ®*ample, a deconstructionist or a new histori aive an 
•ccoSS J, thla cou«. student, should be able to identify and an 
^iturai L?"y?hoanalytic criticism, deconstruction, new h^"t°^ theory. S. !rialisB- and seva«l varieties of feminism and gender theory 
than applying theory to literary texts, we shall be 
concerned in this course to problematize the relationship between theory 
and practice. The course is limited to students with a 3.0 GPA in the 
humanities, a 3.5 cumulative in English, and the intention to become a 
Honors candidate in English. Enrollment limited to and required of senior 
English majors in the Honors Program, except by permission of instructor. 
ENGL-03.02 94/2S INTR FICTION WRITNG, (Kluge, F.), 1/2 unit, will be offered 2nd semester. 
ENGL-04.00 94/2S INTRO POETRY WRITING has been cancelled second seseitir 
ENGL-12.03 94/2S MULTICULTURAL 20TH-CENT AMER LIT, (Powell, T.), 1/2 unit, will be offered 2nd sem. 
bitten by White, African-American, Women, Jewish, and 
African writers, this class will examine both the cultural 
•• well as the social tensions inherent in America's 
u " jUr? identity. This course is open only to sophomores and { ^ udents with advanced placement. Prerequisite: permission of the instructor. Enrollment limited. 
l/2Lni!i00 STUDIES IN BRITISH ROMANTIC LITERATURE, (Carson, J.). 
ihVH !: WiU °"«r«d 2nd semester. 
Wi111will focus in the poetry of the Romantic period, from 
autobinnt-»!!£?r Byron* w® shall also consider critical, th„ Wordsuort-h ' and ficti°n«l prose works by William Wordsworth, Do** • 
Keats p*rcy Bysshe Shelley, Mary Wollstonecraft Shellsy, 
social - Romantic period, the writing of poetry becomes less of » 
important o»nr* ® p*rsonal activity. Hence, the lyric becomes a tor 
poets' sense 8atir®» and while the epic remains central to 
assume autohi«« ?}r v°cation, the heroic impulse tends increasing y 
XiltiJfona8' In this cour.., then, we shall di.cu 
likewise conairt y ?nd other" forms of self-representation. • 
poetic activirv*r J}* J)i*torical reasons for the privatization of 
This course i« I.' con"aquent alienation of the poet from soci 
Advanced Placement" d" t0 8°phom°r®8 and first-year students with 
• Pr*req: permission of instructor. Enrollment 
ENGL 18.00 94/2S 20TH CENTURY BRIT LIT has been cancelled. 
ENGL 28.00 94/2S AUTOBIO INTO ART has been cancelled. 
57.01 94/2S 19TH CENT BRIT NOVEL has been cancelled. 
BEAOTlFUL\BSURDTT?U^»IfULTURAL ISSUES IN 20TH-CENTURY LITBRATUM' ?J{ W 
Offered 2nd sem AMERICAN IDENTITY, (Powell, T.), 1/2 unit, 
"American" 1identitv Man' observ«d that what is beautiful 
characterized thi« « 5 remarkable cultural diversity that ha FlH»on 
•dded, ii that CO"?try «i"ce its inception. What is absurd, 
•ven recognize this"!!: !?a" hi,torically been unable to calab^ itmelf " the white^man*e oi.T ^iv««ity and has instead insisted on seeing 
Native American u n Examining works by White, African-Amer » |t 
the tmSSr2&JE"2: Jewi?h'.a"d Asian American writers w. will loo 
century America Thf8®ocratic inclusion and racist exclusion i ^ 
lyrics to Nativ* A texts we will consider range from novels h 
instructSt^&iKirjiSSS^ri... Prerequisite: permission of 
offered ^nd^semester.1,11 l945~PRESENT, (Kluge, F.), 1/2 unit, wi11 W 
This course involvi. close examination of ten American novels writ*" 
after World War II. Consideration will be given to styles and methods: 
the authorial choices that make the novels what they are. Beyond this, 
however, we'll examine these novels as comments on American life. The 
reading list may be organized around a specific theme—politics, ethnic 
experience, sport, small-town life—or a combination of themes. In any 
case, the study of authors whose place in—or out of—the canon has not 
yet been determined should give the class an opportunity for intelligent, 
critical reading. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Enrollment 
lisited. 
ENGL-68.03 94/2S MOD AMERICAN POETRY has been cancelled. 
FREN-92.00 94/2S WRITING PHOTOGRAPHY, (Wells, G.), 1/2 unit, will be 
offered 2nd semester. 
Since its inception in the 19th century, photography has significantly 
transformed our perceptions of ourselves and of the world: It has 
revolutionized our notions of time, space, and truth, and, in consequence, 
has had a profound impact on virtually all other representational arts. 
In this course, we will consider the emergence of photography in the 
context of French culture, and some of its diverse modes of inscription in 
French literary works, including essays, novels, poetry and theater. 
After a brief historical and technological introduction, we will r®ad 
selected short 19th-century commentaries (excerpts from Baudelaire's Le 
Peintre do la vie moderns and from F61ix Nadar's memoir, Qua/id j'otais 
photographs) that provide a sense of the first cultural shock-waves 
Provoked by the appearance of camera technology. We will then turn to 
several 20th-century texts, which may include: Cocteau, Lea Marlia s 
our cendrars, Kodak; Breton, Nadja; Modiano, Lea Boulevards de 
cointure; Tournier, "Les Suaires de Vftronique"; Duras, L'Amant; and 
Redonnst, Mills Rose. In each case, we will study the manner in 
vnich photography is "used" in the text—directly, as a theme, or as a 
tructuring device—as our point of departure for considering variou 
'1,d iasues: the notion of the cliche, truth and illusion, imaginary 
Whatruction of self and other, exoticism, eroticism, cultural 'a"d 
ati°nal identity. As a complement to the primary works, we wiil read 
B"c^ical aasays: selected writings by Walter Benjamin *"d Jean 
. rillard, and particularly Roland Barthes's essay La Ct 
will be conducted in French. Prereq: FREN 13-14 or wiiu tita rr n ri — — 
TRinr30'03 94/ls 1ST-YEAR SEMINAR: AFRICA IN ERA OF ATLANTIC SLAVE 
(Baum, R.), i/2 unit, will be offered 1st semester. ^ . 
not nn?".0' th® Atlantic slave trade (1450-1900) is a critical period, 
S 2 y in Afri«n History but in the history of African Americans and in 
exa»inre ?®n®ral history of the Americas and Europe. This 8®jV bv 
focui?!" h? i»pact of the largest forced migration in hu®an.^®t°^ it^ 
iapaSt 1 priBarily African societies, but with some a"®ntion to it 
anthrL^? WOrld hi«tory. Sources will include works by hi.storians and 
tranle?? f9 8ts' autobiographical works by people seized into "Ja^®^' x 
acSi^8 of oral traditions concerning the slave trade and fictional 
Heat Afr y African novelists. We begin by examining the d*v®" y 
lorn. soci*ties in the fifteenth century, including ind^®" We 
win eim18lav®ry and the Trans-Saharan and Indian Ocean 8}av®. well 
as th.^f°r* 8lav8rY «• a system of labor control and domination, 
"Ul e»?iTergent vieW8 ot slavery held by Africans and 5uy?P !2?iti2ll 
•conomic * 5h® ori9ins of the Atlantic slave trade and its pol nc^ 
Will be and religious consequences. Of particul p qender 
i"Pact this new form of economic activity/warfare ^gender 
•conomic ^ r®li9ion, as wall as the complex interplay o p ns 
Partieia.' 8 religious motivations that led Europeans and seminar 
fha Atlantic trad, ayatac. Fulfills Ai.tory a. 
"Nwirement. pr«req: AP credit or equivalent t permission of instructor 
HIST-91.02 94/1S HIST OF PAPACY, (Kessler, T.) , 1/2 un, offered lit MI. 
-.I,)*,papac^ an institution of singular historical importance. In 
addition to its religious significance for a large proportion of 
Christians, it is among the oldest enduringly influential political and 
cultural institutions in the world. In this course we shall consider 
several crucial moments in the history of the 262 popes from the tise of 
Peter the apostle to that of John Paul II. We shall look at how the 
pope's role developed from the leadership of a local religious community 
(the bishop of Rome) into a political state (the papal states of central 
7*4-187°, the Vatican City State after 1929) and the arbiter of 
political rulers (eg. crowning emperors, attempting to depose monarchs, 
excommunicate communists) . We shall consider how the papacy affected the 
development of national identities (eg. Polish, Irish, and Ukrainian); to 
H?nc*d th® development of critical political and cultural 
institutions (eg. by its canon law, its direction of Catholic doctrine and 
a°d its patronage of the arts) ; how it shaped cultures at the 
expanding edges of early Western society (eg. the papally directed 
"! 5? England, to Germany, and to the Slave); how it affected 
«.<n" 5 West with non Western cultures (eg. in the Crusades, 
^ American and South East Asian missions). We will also 
th« "cent problematic issues as the papacy's involvement with 
of th« regimes of Italy and the Third Reich, with the rise and fall 
the list regimes of Eastern Europe, the emergence of women, and 
Driirtm, Ilf" "unification of the Christian Churches. There ars no prerequisites for this course; enrollment is limited. 
Will bs'!ff9<^S, MOD ^OPE' 1848-PRESENT, (Schoenhals, K.), 1/2 unit' 
tki off8r®d 2nd semester. 
imperial^«me^<C^Ur?#,®xamine the development of modern nationali«"> 
ideolooies whiHn"*trialism, capitalism and socialism and the various 
Particular reflected the rise of these phenomena in Europe. 
European soci^tC "551 ** paid to th® e«®ct® of th® world Snt trends towardl JfPolariiation of post-1945 Europe and the recent^ 
be paid to both £555 as wal1 as fragmentation. Equal attention 
in survey cournaa « 5." and Eastern Europe (an area frequently neg1 0I, 
for discussions Each1"^8" hi"tory). Lectures will provide a fr 
(Fulfills a hi«r«a j *nt wiH undertake a research project. 
8 hi®torY maJor survey requirement.) Not open to seniors. 
b® offered 2Jd2semM?LUTN TH0UGHT IN AMERICA, (Keeney, E.), 1/2 unit, wlL This s ocuiesLir• 
•ociety in America th® influence of evolution on science and 
seminar will studv ho?! 55* "id-nineteenth century to the present. T • 
•volution, exDlorinn°52 th® P°Pular and intellectual responses to 
portrayed in American w "ci®ntific developments have affected an 
developments and nD re^i9ious thought, social theory, economic 
historical works re* R®adings will include scientific and 
reflect the imaai and i°2i "ligious works, and other writings tha 
y«r seminar. Enrol Im^1^^ evolutionary biology. This is a f 
9«/2S EVOLUTN THOUGHT IN AMERICA has bean cancelled-
will be offeredS2ndH8emesterREF0RM M0VEMENTS' (Kessler, T.), 1/2 unit, 
time it tool^on a^ife £f9?5 ** a "ovement within Judaism, but in a »hor 
movements of its own. The55* °Wn and be9an to spin off a varJe^litical and cultural, of ttchnnin ? movements have arisen at times of P turI) 
often influenced the surround} a"d economic changes, and they ba ferent forms and outcomes Tho« D d 9 culture. They have had many di 
1 They have been attempts to address the evil in 
10 
church (e.g., the 11th c. Gregorian reform's struggle against the "suits 
of the "pornocracy"), in the personal life (e.g. the Franciscan sens^e 
detached poverty and love of nature), or in the political U" (M- * 
Confessing Church's opposition of the paganism of the Third Reicnj . in y 
are often inspired by a sense of the recovery of a primal point in 
doctrine of Christianity (e.g. Iconoclasm's awareness of Idolatry, 
Arianiss's sense of the transcendence of God, fundamentalism s 
the "fundamentals" of Biblical Christianity). Some developed *nt° 
integral parts of the larger church (e.g. the religious orders) , 
survived as movements of continuing tension within the church ( .g. 
Oxford Movement or the Charismatic Movement) or became new 
with lives of their own (e.g. the Lutherans, the Wesleyans, e . ti the Seventh Day Adventists) , while still others became condemned heretical 
movements (e.g. the Gnostics in the early church, the Hussites in t 
c., or the Jansenists of the 17th c.). Some have been destroyed or ha 
run their course in one era only to have important themes appe g 
later in different circumstances (e.g. the Pelagians of the • 
Modernists in the 20th). A few have had an important impact on th 
and political lives of nations and of civilizations (e.g. th* 
Reformation). This course will consider a selection of the rhurch to 
of these movements from throughout the history of the chria the 
learn what caused them, how they developed and how they a ® There 
ambient cultures, what common threads may be found between 
•re no prerequisites for this course. Enrollment is limitea. 
1PHS-21.00 94/is POLITICS 4 TRAGEDY has been cancelled. 
HUSC-05.00 94/2S WOMEN IN MUSIC has been cancelled. 
HUSC-38.00 94/1S MUSIC THEATR 4 OPERA WORKSHOP will be offered 2nd 
semester only. 
MUSC-91.00 94/IS 4 94/2S CONCERT BAND, (Ellsworth, J.)# I/4 unit» wil1 
^ bo^h semesters . • 
iJ5iV*n,Mbl*» involving the standard concert band ^""^"^'^variety of 
( oodwinds, brass and percussion), will rehearse and p iaast one 
*ic froB th* concert band repertoire. There will be auditions 
Sin°r**nc* p®r "eBest*r. Enrollment is by Placen*n^fa^h semester. 
Tn» hald on last two days of the first week o Department for 
*n«ey#?tad *tudents should contact the instructor or . Enrollment 
•a information regarding audition materials an 
Y o* limited for certain instruments. 
AFDODT3'10 94/1S» PHSD-33.20 94/IS, 4 PHSD-33.40 94/2S LOW IMPACT 
^OBICS have been cancelled. 
***-12.00 94/IS 4 94/2S MOD SOCIAL THOUGHT have been cancelled. 
S°^;»-00 94/13 WEALTH 4 POWER, (Wittig, M.), I/2 d°fn"t*have a 
precil ar® ^ ••nly aware of social difference y d# Qf social iJlS,, Vdaa of th* »**ning of "social class, "the »agnituae^ ^  ^
Thi^11^ in ^ "rican society, or why social ineq stratification, a 
soci«f°?r8a Pr°vid*e a basic understanding of so H;Bt0rical concerns S}2 ! J""*"1 ranking of categories of people, Jimtoric q( 
2 2 ? d e g r e e "  0 f  S O C i a l  " S S - f o S t l o n .  t h a t  r#suu!^i iaa •OB* 1°»000 y*ars ago and the tr , anaiyses for the 
<iittrn^«.fro" *** Industrial Revolution. united States today 
•xamii u n °' w*alth, income, and poverty in A COBprehensive 
lSf "! ^  classical and contemporary •xPlana^ °;;* anJ toml of the 
i1PHa* *hB *P*cific class structure in thi» hJs what is unequally •Plications for peoples' day to day lives highlign 
11 
distributed and why we may or may not view this as just. Finally, global 
inequality is addressed, making use of various theoretical approaches that 
see rich societies such as the United States as either the cause or ths 
solution of world poverty. Prereq: SOCY 10,11,or 12 or perm of instructor. 
SOCY-25.00 94/2S FAMILY 6 SOCIETY, (Wittig, M.) , 1/2 unit, will be 
offered 2nd semester. 
In this course we will explore the dynamics of family life in Westsrr 
Society. Following a brief examination of the historical development of 
the modern family, we will turn to the nature of modern family lif• 
through the life course. Throughout we will pay particular attention to 
the varieties of family life among various social groups in American 
society. The family will be viewed in terms of larger structural forces 
in society and those variables such as gender, race, social class, age 
sexual orientation which interact with and affect our relationships. Tho 
course will close with a consideration of the changes occurring in tho 
family, including changing roles within the family and the changing 
relation of the family to other institutions in society. Prerequisite 
SOCY 10,11, or 12 or permission of instructor. 
SOCY-34.00 94/2S SCIENCE & SOCIETY has been cancelled. 
S??Y~?2*03 94/2S DEVELOPMENT fc PUBLIC POLICY, (Wittig, M.), 1/2 «nit' 
will be offered 2nd semester. 
The seminar examines the various sociological explanations for the 
«!£?? ?? of development in Latin America as well as the impact of 
? JPolicy. Feminist perspectives on development provide us wit 
insights into modernization, dependency, and world-systems theories. 
These development theories and their sociological counterparts serve a 
background for inquiry into the causes and effects of social change sue 
anization, education, factory work, and mass media exposure. 
and ""intended consequences of public policy decisions ar 
f°r th* effects on changes in society, the household, and 
Prerequisite: permission of instructor. 
WMNS-36.00 94/2S TOPIC IN WMNSrSISTERS has been cancelled. 
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KEY TO TIME AMD ROOM SCHEDULE 
COURSE NUMBERING SYSTEM: 
1-19 Introductory courses 
20-70 Upper level courses 
71-90 Seninars 
91-92 Special Topic courses or seminars 
93-94 Individual study 
95-98 Honors 
LOCATIONS: 
ACLAND Acland House, SW corner Wiggin A Acland Streets 
ART Art Barn 
ASC Ascension Hall 
ASC220 PHILO, Philomathesian Hall—Ascension Hall, R» 220 
BAIL Bailey House, behind the Libraries 
BEX Bexley Hall 
BIO Biology Building 
BOLTON Bolton Theater 
COLBRN Colburn Gallery off Bexley Hall 
DANCE Shaffer Dance Studio 
DAVIS 107 Ward Street 
ERN2ND Ernst Center, 2nd floor meeting room 
HIL Hill Theater Building 
OFriCE Office of the Instructor 
0LN Olin Library 
HRWITZ Horvitz House, Park St. 
PLM Palme House, N.W. corner of Ward A Wiggin Streets 
PM Philip Mather Hall 
PRC Peirce Hall _ _ , u.n PRC201 BMR, Bemis Music Room, 2nd floor of Peirce Han 
RES Residence of Instructor 
RNGWLT Ringvalt Room, Chalmers Library 
R°S Rosse Hall . _ 
SEITZ Seitz House, S.E. corner of Wiggin A Park 
SM Samuel Mather Hall 
SUNSET Sunset Cottage, behind the Libraries 
TMBRLK Timberlake House on Park Street 
WRTHMR Wertheimer Field House 
DAYS OF THE WEEK: M,T,W,R,F SEMESTERS: lS-Fall, 2S-Spring, Y-Year 
TIME PERIODS: 
Tuesday-Thursday 
Period A 8:10 - 9:30 
Period B 9:40 - 11:00 
Common Hour 11:10 - ^ -OO 
Period D 1:10 -
Period E 2:40 -
Monday-Wednesday-Friday 
Period 1 8:10 - 9:00 Period 2 9:10 _ 10:00 
Period 3 10:10 • 11:00 Period 4 11:10 _ 12:00 Period 5 12:10 _ 1:00 Period 6 l: 10 - 2:00 Period 7 2:10 _ 3:00 Period 8 3:10 - 4:00 
2:30 
4:00 
AFT 
EVE 
TBA 
1:10-4:00 p.m. 
7:00-10:00 p.m. 
To Be Arranged 
OTHER: p _ Permission of instructor required to enroll 
L - Limited enrollment 
DEPT & SN TN Y TITLE 
13 94-95 TIME AND ROOM NFLM 
INSTRUCTOR (S) PERIOD ROOM LI 
AAAS 11 IS AAAS 93 IS AAAS 12 2S AAAS 83 2S AAAS 94 2S 
AMST 8 AMST 81 
ANTH 12 ANTH 12 ANTH 13 ANTH 13 ANTH 38 ANTH 41 ANTH 53 ANTH 54 ANTH 56 ANTH 57 ANTH 65 ANTH 67 ANTH 93 ANTH 97 ANTH 10 ANTH 12 ANTH 13 ANTH 13 ANTH 13 ANTH 25 ANTH 30 ANTH 31 ANTH 36 ANTH 43 ANTH 44 ANTH 49 ANTH 52 ANTH 63 ANTH 68 ANTH 92 ANTH 94 ANTH 98 
ARHS ARHS ARHS ARHS ARHS ARHS ARHS ARHS ARHS ARHS ARHS ARHS ARHS ARHS ARHS ARHS ARHS 
IS 2S 
01 is 02 IS 01 IS 02 IS IS IS IS IS IS IS IS IS 
IS 
IS 2S 2S 01 2S 02 2S 03 2S 2S 2S 2S 2S 
2S 
2S 2S 2S 
2S 2S ' 2S 2S 2S 
10 
11 25 27 30 
80 91 01 91 02 93 95 97 
12 13 
2 2  24 75 77 
IS IS IS IS IS IS IS IS IS 
IS 
IS 2S 2S 
2S 
2S 2S 2S 
INTRODCTRY COLLOQUIUM Staff 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff 
INTRODCTRY COLLOQUIUM Staff 
AFRI-AM, CRIME 6 LAW Sheffield, R. 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff 
INTRO TO AMER STUDIES Conger,Staff 
BASEBALL 6 AM CULTURE Lynn,Rutkoff 
INTRO TO ARCHAEOLOGY 
INTRO TO ARCHAEOLOGY 
INTRO CULTURAL ANTHRO 
INTRO CULTURAL ANTHRO 
METHOD 6 THEORY 
MOD PEOPLE OF MEXICO 
PSYC ANTHROPOLOGY 
BEGIN MAYA HIEROGYLPH 
POLITICAL ANTHRO 
ANTHRO 6 DEVELOPMENT 
HIST ANTHRO THOUGHT 
FIELDWK: FAMILY FARM 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
SENIOR HONORS 
HUMAN ORIGINS 
INTRO TO ARCHAEOLOGY 
INTRO CULTURAL ANTHRO 
INTRO CULTURAL ANTHRO 
INTRO CULTURAL ANTHRO 
HUMAN OSTEOLOGY 
INTERPRETING THE PAST 
ARCHAEOLOGY OF N AMER FIELD TECHNIQUES 
PEOPL4CULT SUBSHR AFR 
CULTURES OF S.E.ASIA 
MAYA, ANCIENT 6 MODRN 
ANTHRO OF RELIGION 
LOCIC6METH OF SOC RES 
FIELDWK: FAMILY FARM 
ANTH OF SPORTS 6 GAME 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
SENIOR HONORS 
Schortman, E. 
Kardulias, N. 
Kardulias, N. 
Kipp, R. 
Urban, P. 
Urban, P. 
Kipp, R. 
Urban, P. 
Kardulias, N. 
Kipp, R. 
Schortman, E. 
Sacks, H. 
Staff 
Staff 
Smail, K. 
Kardulias, N. 
Kipp, R. 
Suggs, D. 
Kardulias, N. 
Smail, K. 
Schortman,Urban 
Kardulias, N. 
Schortman,Urban 
Suggs, D. 
Kipp, R. 
Urban,Schortman 
Kipp, R. 
Macionis, J. 
Sacks, H. 
Kardulias, N. 
Staff 
Staff 
TBA TBA TBA R-AFT TBA 
B W-AFT 
B W-EVE W-AFT M-EVE D E R-EVE TBA TBA 
B 
2 A B TBA 3 TBA T-EVE 
D TBA W-EVE T-EVE R-EVE M-EVE TBA 
SURVEY ART ANC WORLD ART OF CHRISTIAN EURO BAROQUE ART 1580-1650 AMERICAN ART 1900 MODRN ART II:SYMBOLSM SENIOR SEMINAR INTRO TO ASIAN ART ASIAN RELIGIONS INDIVIDUAL STUDY JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
ART OF MOD EUR 6 AMER SURVEY OF ARCHITECTUR NORTHERN RENAISSANCE HIGH RENAISSANCE SEM:CLAS TRAD ARCHTEC SEM:TOPICS MODERN ART 
Blick, S. 
Garberson, E. 
Garberson, E. 
Dabakis, M. 
Dabakis, M. 
Garberson, E. 
Blick, S. 
Blick, S. Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Dabakis, M. 
Garberson, E. 
Blick, S. 
Garberson, E. 
Garberson, E. 
Dabakis, M. 
TBA 
3 5 D 
6 
4 T-EVE 
1 E TBA TBA TBA 3 5 
7 
4 W-EVE M-EVE 
OLNAUD I 
P 
SM 101 
PLM200 
PLM200 
BAIL25 
DAVIS1 P 
DAVIS1 
PLM200 
DAVIS1 
PLM200 
PLM200 
PLM200 P 
DAVIS1 P ? 
P 
I 
1 
1 
I 
1 
P 
P 
DAVIS1 t 
t 
t 
OLNAUD 
OLNAUD 
OLNAUD 
OLNAUD 
OLNAUD 
BAIL12 
OLNAUD 
OLNAUD 
14 94-95 TIME AND ROOM SCHEDULE 
9 1  01 2S INTRO TO ASIAN ART 
92 02 2S ART OF MEDIEVAL EUROP 
9 2  03 2S WESTERN ARCHITECTURE 
9 4  2S INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
9 6  2S JUNIOR HONORS 
9 8  2S Y SENIOR HONORS 
01 IS DRAWING/DESIGN 
02 IS DRAWING/DESIGN 
IS 3-D DESIGN 
IS THEMATIC STUDIO 
IS PHOTOGRAPHY/DESIGN 
10 IS HUMAN FIGURE SCULPTUR 
27 IS B 6  W PHOTOGRAPHY 
3 1  IS WATERCOLOR 
4 2  IS PRINTMAKING:LITHOGRPH 
80 01 IS ADVANCED STUDIO 
80 02 IS ADVANCED STUDIO 
80 03 IS ADVANCED STUDIO 93 IS INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
2S DRAWING/DESIGN 
02 2S DRAWING/DESIGN 
2S 3-D DESIGN 
2S THEMATIC STUDIO 
2S PHOTOGRAPHY/DESIGN 12 2S ART/FOUR LEGS-CRITTER 28 2S PHOTOGRAPHY II 30 2S DRAWING: THE FIGURE 43 2S PRINTMAKING:INTAGLIO 50 2S BEGIN PAINTING 81 01 2S ADVANCED STUDIO 81 02 2S ADVANCED STUDIO 81 03 2S ADVANCED STUDIO 92 2S PORTRAIT 6 DOCUMENT 94 2S INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
81 IS ASIA IN COMP PERSPCTV 
IS FROM CELL TO ORGANISM 
01 
IS POPLTN 6 ENVRNMNT BIO 
IS Y INTRO TO EXPER BIO 02 IS Y INTRO TO EXPER BIO 03 IS Y INTRO TO EXPER BIO 04 IS Y INTRO TO EXPER BIO 05 IS Y INTRO TO EXPER BIO 06 IS Y INTRO TO EXPER BIO 38 IS MICROBIOLOGY 39 IS MICROBIOLOGY LAB 41 IS ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY 42 IS EXP ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY 45 IS PLANT PHYSIOLOGY 61 IS ANIMAL BEHAVIOR 62 IS EXP ANIMAL BEHAVIOR 63 IS MOLECULAR BIOLOGY 64 IS PRIN GENE MANIPULTION 85 IS RESEARCH STRATEGIES 95 IS Y JUNIOR HONORS 97 IS Y SENIOR HONORS 2S TOPIC:FEMALE SEXUALTY ; 01 2S GENETICS 6 DEVELOPMNT 10 2S Y INTRO TO EXPER BIO 
Blick, S. 
Blick, S. 
Garberson, E. 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Esslingar, C. 
Garhart, M. 
Gunderson, B. 
Willens, K. 
Bey, D. 
Gunderson, B. 
Bey, D. 
Garhart, M. 
Esslinger, C. 
Gunderson, B. 
Willens, K. 
Bey, D. 
Staff 
Garhart, M. 
Staff 
Gunderson, B. 
Esslinger, C. 
Bey, D. 
Gunderson, B. 
Bey, D. 
Garhart, M. 
Esslinger, C. 
Willens, K. 
Esslinger, C. 
Garhart, M. 
Willens, K. 
Bey, D. 
Staff 
Edwards, R. 
Heithaus,VanAls 
Van Alstyne, K. 
Heithaus, P-
Heithaus, P. 
Minorsky, P. 
Minorsky, P. 
Heithaus, P. 
Slonczewski, J. 
Slonczewski, J. 
Itagaki, H. 
Itagaki, H. 
Minorsky, P. 
Heithaus, R. 
Heithaus, R. 
Marcey, D. 
Marcey, D. 
Edwards, R* 
Marcey, D. 
Van Alstyne, K. 
Edwards, R. 
Marcey,Slonczew 
Heithaus, P. 
W-EVE 
TBA P 
TBA P 
TBA P 
364 COLBRN 
768 COLBRN 
667 ART 11 
D6E BEX2ND 
A6B BEX2ND 
263 ART 11 
D6E ART 30 P 
D6E COLBRN 
667 ART 20 
M-EVE BEX107 
R-EVE BEX107 
T-EVE BEX107 
TBA BEXLEY P 
768 COLBRN 
A6B 
263 ART 11 
465 ART 20 
A6B BEX2ND 
667 ART 11 
D6E ART 30 
D6E COLBRN 
263 ART 20 
D6E BEX3RD 
W-EVE BEX107 
T-EVE BEX107 
R-EVE BEX107 
M6W-EVE 
TBA P 
T-EVE PLM200 P 
3 
4 
T-AFT 
W-AFT 
R-AFT 
R-AFT 
F-AFT 
T-AFT 
D 
E 
3 
W-AFT 
4 
B 
T-AFT 
B 
M-AFT 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
E 
3 
BIOAUD 
BIOAUD 
BIO109 
BI0109 
BIO109 
BI0120 
BIO109 
BIO120 
BI0209 
BI0322 
BIO209 
BIO307 
BIO209 
BIO209 
BIO 17 
BIOAUD 
BI0309 
IS 94-95 TIME AND ROOM SCHEDUU 
BIOL 10 
BIOL 10 
BIOL 10 
BIOL 10 
BIOL 10 
BIOL 28 
BIOL 29 
BIOL 33 
BIOL 34 
BIOL 51 
BIOL 55 
BIOL 66 
BIOL 67 
BIOL 86 
BIOL 96 
BIOL 98 
02 2S 
03 2S 
04 2S 
05 2S 
06 2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
CHEM 9 is 
CHEM 11 01 IS Y 
CHEM 11 02 IS Y 
CHEM 13 01 IS 
CHEM 13 02 IS 
CHEM 13 03 IS 
CHEM 15 is Y 
CHEM 17 01 is 
CHEM 17 02 IS 
CHEM 31 IS Y 
CHEM 33 01 IS Y 
CHEM 33 02 IS Y 
CHEM 33 03 IS Y 
CHEM 33 04 IS Y 
CHEN 35 is 
CHEM 41 is 
CHEM 51 is 
CHEM 53 is 
CHEM 71 01 IS 
CHEM 71 02 IS 
CHEM 75 is 
CHEM 93 is 
CHEM 97 is Y 
CHEM 12 01 2S Y 
CHEM 12 02 2S Y 
CHEM 14 01 2S 
CHEM 14 02 2S 
CHEM 14 03 2S 
CHEM 16 2S Y 
CHEM 18 01 2S 
CHEM 18 02 2S 
CHEM 32 2S Y 
CHEM 34 01 2S Y 
CHEM 34 02 2S Y 
CHEM 34 03 2S Y 
CHEM 34 04 2S Y 
CHEM 36 2S 
CHEM 56 2S 
CHEN 58 2S 
CHEM 62 2S 
CHEM 72 01 2S 
CHEM 72 02 2S 
CHEM 76 2S 
CHEM 94 2S 
INTRO TO EXPER BIO 
INTRO TO EXPER BIO 
INTRO TO EXPER BIO 
INTRO TO EXPER BIO 
INTRO TO EXPER BIO 
ECOLOGY 
FIELD ECOLOGY 
PLANT BIOLOGY 
EXP PLANT BIOLOGY 
MARINE BIOLOGY 
GENETIC ANALYSIS 
CELL PHYSIOLOGY 
EXP CELL PHYSIOLOGY 
RESEARCH STRATEGIES 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
NEUROCHEMISTRY 
FUNDMTLS OF CHEMISTRY 
FUNDMTLS OF CHEMISTRY 
INTRO EXPERIMENT CHEM 
INTRO EXPERIMENT CHEM 
INTRO EXPERIMENT CHEM 
MOL STRUC 6 PROPERT 
EXP INVEST MOL STR I 
EXP INVEST MOL STR I 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LAB 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LAB 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LAB 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LAB 
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY I 
INSTRUMENTAL ANALYSIS 
ADV INORGANIC CHMSTRY 
ADV ORGANIC CHEM 
ADVANCED LAB I 
ADVANCED LAB I 
INTRO TO CHEM RESEAR 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
SENIOR HONORS 
FUNDMTLS OF CHEMISTRY 
FUNDMTLS OF CHEMISTRY 
INTRO EXPER CHEM II 
INTRO EXPER CHEM II 
INTRO EXPERIMENT CHEM 
MOL STRUC & PROPERT 
EXP INVEST MOL STR II 
EXP INVEST MOL STR II 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LAB 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LAB 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LAB 
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LAB 
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY II 
BIOCHEMISTRY 
BIOCHEMISTRY LAB 
BIOINORGANIC CHEM 
ADVANCED LAB II 
ADVANCED LAB II 
INTRO TO CHEM RESEARC 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
Heithaus, P. 
Heithaus, P. 
Marcey, D. 
Edwards, R. 
Heithaus, P. 
Heithaus, R. 
Van Alstyne, 
Minorsky, P. 
Minorsky, P. 
Van Alstyne, 
Slonczewski, 
Itagaki, H. 
Itagaki, H. 
Minorsky, P. 
Edwards, R. 
Itagaki, H. 
Palmer, S. 
Batt,Johnson 
Lutton, J. 
Thomas, D. 
Thomas, D. 
Lutton, J. 
Johnson, G. 
Johnson, G. 
Johnson, G. 
O'Bannon, P. 
O'Bannon, P. 
Hines, J. 
Marusak, R. 
Hines, J. 
Batt, R. 
Hines, J. 
Marusak, R. 
O'Bannon, P. 
Batt, R. 
Batt, R. 
Marusak, R. 
Staff 
Staff 
Hines, J. 
Staff 
Thomas, D. 
Thomas, D. 
Staff 
Lutton, J. 
Johnson, G. 
Johnson, G. 
O'Bannon, P. 
O'Bannon, P. 
O'Bannon, P. 
Marusak, R. 
Hines, J. 
Batt, R. 
Lutton, J. 
Lutton, J. 
Marusak, R. 
Batt, R. 
Batt, R. 
Johnson, G. 
Staff 
K. 
W-AFT 
R-AFT 
R-AFT 
F-AFT 
T-AFT 
2 
W-AFT 
4 
M-AFT 
B 
A 
3 
W-AFT 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
BI0120 
B PM 20 
1 PH 20 
2 PM 20 
W-AFT PM 20 
R-AFT PM 20 
W-EVE PM 20 
4 PM 20 
M-AFT PM 20 
T-AFT PM 20 
2 PM 20 
M-AFT PM 20 
T-AFT PM 20 
W-AFT PM 20 
R-AFT PM 20 
2 SM 10 
3 PM 20 
2 PM 10 
4 PM 20 
W-AFT PM 10 
R-AFT PM 10 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
1 
2 
W-AFT 
R-AFT 
W-EVE 
4 
M-AFT 
T-AFT 
2 
M-AFT 
T-AFT 
W-AFT 
R-AFT 
B 
3 
M-AFT 
4 
W-AFT 
R-AFT 
TBA 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
I 
I 
I 
L 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
16 94-95 TIME AND ROOM SCHEDULE 
2S 
2S Y 
IS Y 
IS 
IS 
IS Y 
IS 
IS Y 
2S Y 
2S 
2S 
2S Y 
2S 
2S Y 
IS Y 
IS Y 
IS 
IS Y 
2S Y 
2S Y 
2S Y 
IS 
IS 
IS 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
IS Y IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS Y 
IS 
IS 
IS 
2S Y 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S Y 2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
01 IS Y 02 IS Y IS 
IS 
IS 
IS Y 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
ELEM CLASSICAL CHIN 
CLAS CHIN LIT IN ENGL 
SPC TP:STORY OF STONE 
INTERN CLASSICAL CHIN 
CLS CHIN LIT CRITSM I 
ADV CLASSICAL CHINESE 
ELEM CLASSICAL CHIN 
CLAS CHIN LIT IN ENGL 
SPECL TOPIC:I CHING 
INTERN CLASSICAL CHIN 
CLS CHIN LIT CRTSM II 
ADV CLASSICAL CHINESE 
Batt, R. 
Staff 
Finafrock, 
Finafrock, 
Finafrock, 
Finafrock, 
Finafrock, 
Finafrock, 
Finafrock, 
Finafrock, 
Finafrock, 
Finafrock, 
Finafrock, 
Finafrock, 
TBA 
TBA 
INTENS INTRO MOD CHIN Bai, J. 
INTERMEDIATE MOD CHIN Bai, J. 
ADVANCED MODERN CHIN Bai, J. 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff 
INTENS INTRO MOD CHIN Bai, J. 
INTERMEDIATE MOD CHIN Bai, J. 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
INTRO ROMAN CULTURE 
WOMEN 6 MEN ANTIQUITY 
SENIOR SEMINAR 
GRX LIT IN ENGL:DRAMA 
CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY 
LTN ELEMNT ENGL LANG 
ROMAN EMPIRE 
INTRODUCTION TO DANCE 
DANC TECHNIQ:BEG MODR 
DANC TECHNIQ:INT MODR 
BALLET TECHNIQUE 
HIST OF THE DANCE 
THE CHOREOGRAPHER 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
INTRODUCTION TO DANCE 
DANC TECHNIQ:BEG MODR 
DANC TECHNIQ:INT MODR 
DANC TECHNIQ: BALLET 
THE CHOREOGRAPHER 
DANCE NOTATION 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
INTRO TO THEATER 
INTRO TO THEATER 
HISTORY OF THEATER 
HISTORY OF CLOTHING 
THE ACTOR 
PLAYWRITING IDRAM THR 
MODERN THEATRE 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
Staff 
Barich, M. 
Bannatt, R. 
Bennatt, R. 
McCulloh, 
Bannatt, R. 
Weber, C. 
Barich, M. 
Patton, M. 
Patton, M. 
Greenlaw, S. 
Greenlaw, S. 
Patton, M. 
Patton, 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
Patton, 
Patton, 
Greenlaw, S. 
Graanlaw, S. 
Patton, M. 
Patton, M. 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
J. M-F\NOON SUNSET 
J. 7 ASC220 
J. 6 ASC220 
J. TBA BKSTOR 
J. 8 BKSTOR 
J. TBA BKSTOR 
J. M-F\NOON 
J. 7 
J. 6 
J. TBA 
J. 8 
J. TBA 
21A ASC225 
6 ASC 25 
3 ASCI14 
TBA 
2&A 
6 
TBA 
D BIOAUD 
B ASC226 
MW\7-8 BAIL 1 
1. E 
D 
3 
2 
M. 
M. 
M. 
Staff 
Staff 
Turgaon, T. 
Davidson, M. 
Turgaon, T. 
MacLeod, W. 
Marley, H. 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
4 
7 
E 
TR\4:30 
6 
8 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
4 
7 
E 
TR\4:30 
8 
6 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
B 
D 
2 
3 
6 
6 
4 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
DANCE 
DANCE 
DANCE 
DANCE 
DANCE 
DANCE 
HILTHR HILTHR HIL100 HIL100 HILTHR HIL301 HIL100 
17 94-95 TIME AND ROOM SCHIDUIZ 
DRAM 3 
DRAM 12 
DRAM 12 
DRAM 20 
DRAM 21 
DRAM 25 
DRAM 32 DRAM 52 DRAM 94 
DRAM 96 
DRAM 98 
ECON 43 
ECON 44 
ECON 49 
ECON 75 
ECON 86 
ECON 88 
ECON 93 
ECON 95 
ECON 97 
ECON 11 
ECON 12 
ECON 12 
ECON 12 
ECON 12 
ECON 23 
ECON 23 
ECON 36 
ECON 42 
ECON 47 
ECON 48 
ECON 75 
ECON 77 
ECON 94 
ECON 96 
ECON 98 
ENGL 
ENGL 
ENGL 
ENGL 
ENGL 
ENGL 
ENGL 
ENGL 
ENGL 
ENGL 
ENGL 
ENGL 
ENGL 
ENGL 
2S 
2 S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
ECON 11 01 IS 
ECON 11 02 IS 
ECON 11 03 IS 
ECON 11 04 IS 
ECON 11 05 IS 
ECON 21 01 IS 
ECON 21 02 IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
2S 01 2S 
02 2S 
03 2S 
04 2S 
01 2S 
02 2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
28 
2S 
2S 
28 
2S 
28 
01 IS Y 
02 IS Y 
03 IS Y 
05 IS Y 
06 IS Y 
07 IS Y 
08 IS Y 
09 IS Y 
10 IS Y 
11 IS Y 
12 IS Y 
13 IS Y 
IS 
IS 
VOICE AND DICTION 
INTRO TO THEATER 
INTRO TO THEATER 
DRAMA AS VISUAL ART 
THE DIRECTOR 
LIGHTING DESIGNER 
P LA WRITING (DRAM THR 
ENGL RENAISS THEATRE 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
Marley, H. 3 
Staff B 
Staff D 
Reinert,Davidsn 5 
Marley, H. 
Reinert, A. 
MacLeod, W. 
Turgeon, T. 
Staff 
Staff 
Staff 
R. 
D. 
D. 
PRIN MICROECONOMICS 
PRIN MICROECONOMICS 
PRIN MICROECONOMICS 
PRIN MICROECONOMICS 
PRIN MICROECONOMICS 
MICROECONOMIC THEORY 
MICROECONOMIC THEORY 
(Optional Microeconomics lab 
MONEY 4FINANCL MARKTS Brehm, C. 
LABOR ECONOMICS 
INTERN'L ECON 
INTRO ECONOMETRICS 
ECONOMICS OP HEALTH 
ECONOMICS OF JUSTICE 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
JUNIOR HONORS _ 
SENIOR HONORS SEMINAR Harringtn,Treth 
PRIN MICROECONOMICS Gensemer, B. 
PRIN OF MACROECONOMIC Brehm, C. 
PRIN OF MACROECONOMIC Trethewey, R. 
PRIN OF MACROECONOMIC Krynski, K. 
PRIN OF MACROECONOMIC Keeler, J. 
MACROECONOMIC THEORY Keeler, J. 
MACROECONOMIC THEORY Keeler, J. 
(Optional Macroeconomics lab 
ENVIRONMENTAL ECON Harrington, 
ECONOMICS OF SPORTS Brehm, C. 
ECON OF PUBLIC SECTOR Gensemer, 
Brehm, C. 
Trethewey, 
Harrington, 
Harrington, 
Keeler, J. 
Gensemer, B. 
Gensemer, B. 
Krynski, K. 
Trethewey, R 
Keeler, J. 
Krynski, K. 
Gensemer, B. 
Staff 
Harringtn,Treth 
D. 
COMPAR ECON SYSTEMS 
INTRO ECONOMETRICS 
ECON OF REGULATION 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
JUNIOR HONORS 
B. 
Gensemer, B. 
Krynski, K. 
Brehm, C. 
Staff 
Harringtn,Treth 
SENIOR HONORS SEMINAR Harringtn,Treth 
LITERATURE 4 LANGUAGE 
LITERATURE 4 LANGUAGE 
LITERATURE 4 LANGUAGE 
LITERATURE 4 LANGUAGE 
LITERATURE 4 LANGUAGE 
LITERATURE 4 LANGUAGE 
LITERATURE 4 LANGUAGE 
LITERATURE 4 LANGUAGE 
LITERATURE 4 LANGUAGE 
LITERATURE 4 LANGUAGE 
LITERATURE 4 LANGUAGE 
LITERATURE 4 LANGUAGE 
INTRO FICTION WRITING 
INTRO POETRY WRITING 
Hayne, V. 
Klein, W. 
Laycock, D. 
Powell, T. 
Lentz, P. 
Church, P. 
Smith, J. 
Blumenthal, A. 
Sharp, R. 
Davidson, A. 
McMullen, K. 
Griggs, J. 
Lynn, D. 
Lobanov-Rostovs E 
E 
4 
6 
3 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
2 
3 
4 
5 
B 
2 
3 
R-AFT) 
6 
B 
4 
D 
E 
D 
TBA 
W-EVE 
W-EVE 
4 
2 
3 
4 
B 
2 
3 
R-AFT) 
6 
B 
7 
D 
E 
MW\7-8 
TBA 
W-EVE 
W-EVE 
B 
7 
2 
B 
1 
4 
D 
D 
B 
E 
D 
1 
B 
P 
P 
P 
ASC126 L 
ASC126 t 
ASC125 I 
ASC124 I 
ASC126 I 
ASC226 I 
ASC226 t 
ASC202 I 
ASC326 I 
ASC202 I 
ASC114 I 
ASC114 t 
ASC120 t 
P 
ASCI14 P 
ASC120 P I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
I 1 
BAIL12 
ASC126 
SUNSET 
BAIL 1 
ASC202 
SUNSET 
SUNSET 
BAIL1" 
ACLAND 
SUNSET 
ASC201 
SUNSET 
18 94-95 TIME AND ROOM SCHEDULE 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS Y 
02 IS 
01 IS 
IS 
01 IS 
02 IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
is y 
is 
is 
is 
is 
07 is 
IS 
IS 
01 2S Y 
02 2S y 
03 2S y 
05 2S y 
06 2S y 
07 2S y 
08 2S y 
09 2S y 
10 2S Y 
11 2S y 
12 2S Y 
13 2S Y 
01 2S 
02 2S 
28 
2S 
2S Y 
02 2S 
03 2S 
28 
2S 
2S 
2S 
28 
2S 
28 
2S 
2S 
28 
02 2S 
28 
2S Y 
28 
01 2S 
02 2s 
Mason, T. 
Lobanov-Rostovs 
Carson, J. 
Smith, J. 
P. 
EXPOS & CRIT WRITING 
ADV POETRY WORKSHOP 
POP LIT 6 CULTURE 
INTRO AMERICAN LIT 
MULTICLTRL AMER IDENT Powell, T. 
INTRO AFRICAN-AM LIT Mason, T. 
STDY MEDIEVAL LIT 
STUDY IN SHAKESPEARE 
STUDY IN SHAKESPEARE 
STDY 18TH CENT LIT 
HIST ENGLISH LANG 
AUTOBIO INTO ART 
SHAKESPEARE 18TH CENTURY NOVEL 
BRIT ROMANTIC LIT 
20TH CEN BRIT LIT 
MODERN SHORT STORY 
CRITICAL THEORY AMERICAN LITERATURE 
AMERICAN RENAISSANCE 
WILLIAM FAULKNER 
LIT REPRESENT OF BODY Smith, J. 
WILD JUSTICE:REVENGE Lobanov-Rostovs 
POSTMODERN NARRATIVE 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
SENIOR HONORS 
Shutt, T. 
Davidson, A. 
Hayne, V. 
Laycock, D. 
Klein, W. 
Vigderman 
Hayne, V. 
Carson, J. 
Sharp, R. 
Church, P. 
Klein, W. 
Davidson, A. 
Lentz, P. 
Powell, T. 
Church, P. 
LITERATURE 
LITERATURE 
LITERATURE 
LITERATURE 
LITERATURE 
LITERATURE 
LITERATURE 
LITERATURE 
LITERATURE 
LITERATURE 
LITERATURE 
LITERATURE 
McMullen, K. 
Staff 
Carson, J. 
LANGUAGE Hayne, V. 
LANGUAGE Klein, W. 
LANGUAGE Laycock, D. 
LANGUAGE Powell, T. 
LANGUAGE Lentz, P. LANGUAGE Church, P. 
LANGUAGE Smith, J. 
LANGUAGE Blumenthal, A. 
LANGUAGE Sharp, R. 
LANGUAGE Davidson, A. 
LANGUAGE McMullen, K. 
LANGUAGE Griggs, J. 
INTRO FICTION WRITING Vigderman, P. 
INTRO FICTION WRITING Kluge, F. 
FICTION-WRITING WORK Lynn, D. 
RACE 19 CENT LIT IMAG Mason, T. 
INTRO AMERICAN LIT Smith, J. 
AM MODERNIST LITERTUR McMullen, K. 
MULTICLTRL 20C AM LIT Powell, T. 
STUDY IN SHAKESPEARE Lobanov-Rostovs 
18TH CENT BRIT WN WRI Carson, J. 
STDS BRIT ROMNTIC LIT Carson, J. 
EPIC fc ROMANCE Klein, W. 
DIVINE COMEDY Shutt, T. 
MODERN DRAMA: Hayne, V. 
SHAKESPEAREAN DRAMA Davidson, A. 
RENAISSANCE LITERATR Lobanov-Rostovs 
LATE 18TH CEN ENG LIT Laycock, D. 
20TH CEN IRISH LIT McMullen, K. 
19TH CENT BRIT LIT Vigderman, P. 
LITERARY AESTHETICS Church, P. 
AMERICAN LITERATURE Lentz, P. 
MULTICLTRL 20TH C LIT Powell, T. 
WALKER,MORRISN 6NAYLR Mason, T. 
AM LIT 1945-PRESENT Kluge, F. 
4 
W-AFT 
6 
B 
4 
6 
5 
4 
3 
4 
2 
D 
D 
4 
E 6 
E 
7 
3 
E 
D W-AFT 
M-EVE 
M-AFT 
TBA 
T-EVE 
B 
7 
2 
B 
1 
4 
D 
D 
B 
E 
D 
1 
D 
T-EVE 
B 
6 
B 
B 
4 
3 
4 
2 
2 
5 
D 
7 
B 
4 
7 
MW\7-8 
6 
3 
E 
4 
3 
BAIL12 P 
ACLAND P 
ASC 02 P 
SUNSET P 
ACLAND P 
BAIL 1 P 
BAIL10 P 
BAIL 1 P 
BAIL 1 P 
OLN317 
BAIL10 
SM 205 
SM 224 
SM 224 
BI0209 
ASC326 
ASC326 
BAIL25 
ASC220 
ASC126 
BAIL 1 
BAIL12 
SUNSET 
ACLAND 
RNGWLT 
SUNSET 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
19 94-95 TIME AND ROOK SCHBU11 
ENGL 70 2S ENGL 75 01 2 S ENGL 90 2S ENGL 90 06 2S ENGL 94 2S ENGL 98 2 S 
ENVS 61 IS ENVS 12 2S ENVS 12 02 2S 
FREN 11 IS Y FREN 13 01 IS Y FREN 13 02 IS Y FREN 21 IS FREN 33 IS FREN 39 IS FREN 45 IS FREN 97 IS y FREN 12 2S Y FREN 14 01 2S y FREN 14 02 2S y FREN 28 2S FREN 34 2S FREN 43 2S FREN 46 2S FREN 92 2S FREN 98 2S y 
GERM 11 IS y GERM 13 IS y CERM 21 IS y GERM 91 IS CERM 12 2S y GERM 14 2S y GERM 22 2S y GERM 42 2S GERM 44 2S 
GREK 11 
GREX 21 
GREK 71 
GREK 93 
GREK 95 
GREK 97 
GREK 12 
GREK 22 
GREK 72 
GREK 94 
GREK 96 
GREK 98 
HEBR 93 
HEBR 94 
HIST 3 
HIST 8 
HIST 10 
HIST 16 
HIST 19 
HIST 21 
IS Y 
13 
is y 
IS 
is y 
is y 
2s y 
2S 
2S y 
2S 
2S y 
2S y 
is y 
2s y 
is 
is 
is 
13 
18 
IS 
CANADIAN LIT 6 CULTU 
JAMES JOyCE 
LIT OF FRIENDSHIP 
GOTHIC NOVEL 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
SENIOR HONORS 
USEfcABUSE MARINE RES 
INTENSIVE INTRO FREN 
ORAL 6 WRITTEN FRENCH 
ORAL 6 WRITTEN FRENCH 
ADV COMPS 6 CONVERSTN 
INTRO TO FRENCH LIT 
FRANCOPHONE LIT 
HEART&REASON:18TH CEN SENIOR HONORS 
INTENSIVE INTRO FREN 
ORAL 6 WRITTEN FRENCH 
ORAL 6 WRITTEN FRENCH 
ASPECT OF FREN CIVILZ 
INTRO TO FRENCH LIT 
17TH CENT FREN LIT 
19TH CENT FREN LIT 
WRITING PHOTOGRAPHY 
SENIOR HONORS 
INTENS INTRO GERMAN 
READNG,SPEAKNG,WRITNG 
ADV CONVERSATN 6 COMP 
AUSTRIA IN LIT 6 FILM 
INTENS INTRO GERMAN 
READNG,SPEAKNG,WRITNG 
ADV CONVERSATN k COMP 
FOREIGNERS IN GERMANY 
FAIRY TALES 
: Laycock, D. D 
Church, P. D 
Sharp, R. R-EVE 
Carson, J. E 
Staff TBA 
Staff TBA 
Siddall, S. B SM 205 
Heithaus,Staff B 
Webb, E. B 
Cowlos, M. 2SB ASC120 
Walecka, A. 3 ASC326 
Wells, G. 4 ASC225 
Walecka, A. 5 ASC202 
Walls, G. 6 A5C126 
Walecka, A. MW\7-8 ASC201 
Walls, G. D ASC326 
Staff TBA 
Cowles, M. 2tB 
Walacka, A. 3 
Walls, G. 4 
Walecka, A. 5 
Staff 6 
Cowles, M. MW\7-8 
Cowles, M. D 
Walls, G. B 
Staff TBA 
Moor*, 
Hacht, 
Hacht, 
Hacht, 
Moor*, 
Hacht, 
Hacht, 
Hacht, 
Hacht, 
ELEMENTARY GREEK 
INTRM GREK:PROSEkDRAM 
ADV GREK:LITER GENRES 
IS-ANCIENT GREEK 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
ELEMENTARY GREEK 
INTERM GRK: HOMER 
ADV GREK:LITER GENRES 
IS-ANCIENT GREEK 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
McCulloh, 
McCulloh, 
McCulloh, 
McCulloh, 
McCulloh, 
McCulloh, 
McCulloh, 
Barich, M. 
McCulloh, W. 
McCulloh, W. 
McCulloh, W. 
McCulloh, W. 
IV ^5!ENTARY HEBREW Dean-Otting, M. 
ELEMENTARY HEBREW Daan-Otting, M. 
* IMpERIAL CHINA HIST OF INDIA 
MEDIEVAL EUROPE 
RUSSIAN k SOVT HIST 
AFRO AM HST 1619-1865 
U.S. HIST:1492-1865 
Dunnall, R. 
Singar, W. 
Caddan, J. 
Schoanhala, K. 
Hlnton, R. 
Scott, W. 
2&A 
4 
3 
E 
2 (A 
4 
3 
E 
B 
16A 
4 
F\86TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
11A 
TBA 
5 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
E 
D 
B 
B 
4 
5 
ASC201 
ASC120 
ASC120 
ASC12S 
ASC120 OLN307 OLN307 
BAIL25 ASC220 
BAIL25 t 
»SC20l 
20 94-95 TIME AND ROOM SCHEDULE 
IS 
01 IS 
02 IS 
03 IS 
07 IS 
IS 
01 IS 
01 IS 
IS 
IS 
02 IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
01 IS 
02 IS 
03 IS 
2S 
2 S 
2 S 
2 S 
2 S 
2 S 
2S 
01 2S 
02 2S 
03 2S 
2S 
01 2S 
02 2S 
2S 
01 2S 
01 2S 
2 S 
02 2 S 
2 S 
2 S 
2 S 
2 S 
IS 
IS 
2 S 
IS 
IS 
IS 
2 S 
2S 
2 S 
01 IS 
02 IS 
03 IS 
IS 
IS 
01 2 S 
02 2S 
03 
WMN 4AM EXP 1607-1870 
1ST YR SEM:WN MOD JPN 
1ST YR SM:AUTB 6US HS 
1YR SM:AFRCA SLV TRDE 
BLK WM 6 NARRATIVES 
CARIBBEAN BASIN 
WMN 6 FAMLS MDL AGES 
AM CUL 6SOC:1870-1900 
UTOPIAN THOUGHT:VIS 
VILLAGE4PEOPL COLN AM 
HIST OF PAPACY 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
JR HNRS:AM CULT 1950 
SENIOR HONORS SEMINAR 
RADICL MOVEMNT IN USA 
CIVIL WAR4RECONSTRUC 
LOOKING EAST 
MODERN CHINA 
HIST OF INDIA:MODERN 
MOD EUROPE, 1848-PRES 
HIST SCIENCE WEST CUL 
AFRO AM HST 1865-1968 
HIST OF THE USA 
WMN 4AM EXP 1870-1980 
1ST YR SEM:WM UTOPIA 
1ST SM:CIVL DISOBEDNC 
1YR SM:EVOLTN THOT AM 
AM CULT 4 SOC 1930-70 
US CIVIL:HIST LITERAT 
(section 01 open only 
US CIVIL:HIST LITERAT 
(section 02 open only 
MODERN GERMANY 
N AM INDIAN LIFE 4CUL 
MID EAST:MODERN4CONFL 
ISLAM IN CHINA 4ASIA 
CHRTN REFORM MOVEMNTS 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
JR HNR SEM:HEALTH CAR 
SENIOR HONORS SEM 
SENIOR RESEARCH SEM 
MYTHOLOGY OF TRICKSTR 
ART OF MEMORY 
THE HOLOCAUST 
SEN SEM:INTERN'L STDY 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
SENIOR HONORS 
EXPAN INT'L SOCIETY 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
SENIOR HONORS 
ODYSSEY OF THE WEST 
ODYSSEY OF THE WEST 
ODYSSEY OF THE WEST 
ART 4 AUTHORITY I 
UTOPIAN THOUGHT 
ODYSSEY OF THE WEST 
ODYSSEY OF THE WEST 
ODYSSEY OF THE WEST 
Conger, V. 
Dunne11, R. 
Wortman, R. 
Baum, R. 
Hinton, R. 
Schoenhals, K. 
Cadden, J. 
Scott, W. 
Evans, M. 
Conger, V. 
Kessler, T. 
Staff 
Rutkoff, P. 
Wortmn,Schoenh1 
Wortman, R. 
Hinton, R. 
Singer, W. 
Dunnell, R. 
Singer, W. 
Schoenhals, K. 
Cadden, J. 
Hinton, R. 
Hinton, R. 
Conger, V. 
Conger, V. 
Singer, W. 
Keeney, E. 
Rutkoff, P. 
Wortman, R. 
to srs 4 jrs) 
Wortman, R. 
to sph 4 frs) 
Schoenhals, K. 
Wortman, R. 
Schoenhals, K. 
Dunnell.Schubel 
Kessler, T. 
Staff 
Cadden, J. 
Singer,Conger 
Staff 
3 
M-EVE 
R-AFT 
R-AFT 
T-AFT 
T-EVE 
T-EVE 
T-AFT 
M-AFT 
T-EVE 
B 
TBA 
W-AFT 
TBA 
M-EVE 
R-AFT 
W-AFT 
E 
D 
B 
B 
4 
6 
3 
T-EVE 
W-EVE 
T-AFT 
B 
D 
W-EVE 
M-AFT 
T-EVE 
W-EVE 
B 
TBA 
T-EVE 
Hyde, L. D 
Hyde, L. M-EVE 
Rhod,Dean-Ot,Sy D 
VanHolde, S. 
Staff 
Staff 
Klesner, J. 
Staff 
Staff 
Brint,Evns 
Brint,Evns 
Brint,Evns 
Heizer, D. 
Evans, M. 
Brint,Evns 
Brint,Evns 
Brint,Evns 
,Shut 
, Shut 
, Shut 
,Shut 
, Shut 
, Shut 
SM 224 
SEITZ 
ACLAND 
BAIL12 
SEITZ 
ACLAND 
SEITZ 
ACLAND 
TMBRLK 
SUNSET 
PM 207 
ASC120 
ACLAND 
SEITZ 
SEITZ 
W-EVE 
TBA 
TBA 
3 
TBA 
24W\748 
24W\748 
24W\748 
T4R-EVE 
M-AFT 
24W\748 
24W\748 
2 4W\7 48 
P 
P 
P 
P 
ASC226 P 
ASCI20 P 
P 
ACLAND P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
OLNAUD P 
OLNAUD P 
OLNAUD P 
TMBRLK P 
ASC120 P 
P 
P 
21 94-95 TIME AND ROOM SCHEDUU 
IPHS 16 2S 
IPHS 18 2S 
IPHS 84 2S 
ITAL 11 IS Y ITAL 13 IS Y 
ITAL 12 2S Y 
ITAL 14 2S Y 
JAPN 11 IS Y JAPN 13 IS Y JAPN 21 IS 
JAPN 12 2S Y JAPN 14 2S Y 
LATN 11 IS Y LATN 21 IS LATN 77 IS LATN 93 IS LATN 95 IS Y LATN 97 IS Y LATN 12 2S Y LATN 22 2S LATN 94 2S LATN 96 2 S Y LATN 98 2S Y 
LGLS 10 IS LCLS 93 IS LGLS 23 2S LGLS 83 2S LGLS 94 2S 
MATH 5 IS MATH 6 01 IS MATH 6 02 IS MATH 11 01 IS MATH 11 02 IS MATH 12 01 IS MATH 12 02 IS 
ART 4 AUTHORITY II Heizer, D. 
BIO SCIENCE4TECHNOLGY Marcey,Shutt 
MODERN 4 POST MODERN Brint, M. 
MATH 21 
MATH 28 
MATH 35 
MATH 36 
MATH 39 
MATH 41 
MATH 64 
MATH 93 
MATH 95 
MATH 97 
MATH 6 
MATH 7 
MATH 12 
MATH 12 
MATH 18 
MATH 21 
MATH 22 
MATH 24 
MATH 26 
MATH 30 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
2S 
2S 
01 2S 
02 2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
LANGUAGE 4 CULTURE 
INTENSIVE INTRO ITJ 
LANGUAGE 4 CULTURE 
INTENS INTRO MOD JA 
INTERMEDIATE MOD JA 
ADVANCED JAPANESE 
ELEMENTARY LATIN 
INTERMED LATN:PROSE 
VIRGIL 4 HIS ANTECEDE 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
ELEMENTARY LATIN 
INT: VIRGIL'S AENEID 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
INTRO LEGAL STUDIES 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
MEDIA 4 THE LAW 
SENIOR SEM LEGAL STDS 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
MtniAJin. CALCULUS A 
CALCULUS A 
CALCULUS B 
CALCULUS B 
INTRO TO COMPUTER SCI 
CALCULUS C 
DATA STRUTR 4PRC DSGN 
ABSTRACT ALGEBRA I 
PROBABILITY 
COMPTER ORGANZATN4 PRO 
REAL ANALYSIS 
LNEAR ALGEBR II 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
ELEMENTS OP STATISTIC 
INT TO NUMBER THEORY 
CALCULUS B 
CALCULUS B 
INTRO TO COMPUTER SCI 
CALCULUS C 
FOUNDATNS OP ANALYSIS 
LINEAR ALGEBRA I 
DATA ANALYSIS GEOMETRY 
Richards, L. 
Richards, L. 
Richards, L. 
T4R-EVE p 
B I 
M-AFT P 
24A ASC326 L 
4 ASC326 
24A I 
4 
Tomita , H. 24B 
Tomita , H. 3 
Tomita , H. 7 
Tomita , H. 34B 
Tomita , H. 2 
Weber, C. 4 
Weber, C. 5 
Weber, c. TBA 
Weber, c. TBA 
Weber, c. TBA 
Weber, c. TBA 
Weber, c. 4 
Weber, c. 5 
Weber, c. TBA 
Weber, c. TBA 
Weber, c. TBA 
Sheffield, R. B 
Staff TBA 
Sheffield, R. B 
Sheffield, R. R-AFT 
Staff TBA 
r Schumacher, C. 5 
: Hartlaub, B. 2 
: Slack, S. 6 
Schumacher, C. 3 
Schumacher, C. A 
Mackenzie, D. 1 
Mackenzie, D. 5 
Fesq, R. 4 
Slack, S. D 
Fesq, R. 2 
Mackenzie, D. B 
Hartlaub, B. 7 
Fesq, R. D 
Slack, S. 3 
Schumacher, C. 7 
Staff TBA 
Staff TBA 
Staff TBA 
Slack, S. 6 
Mackenzie, D. B 
Schumacher, C. 3 
Schumacher, C. A 
Fesq, R. 7 
Mackenzie, D. 5 
Schumacher, C. E 
Fesq, R. 4 
Hartlaub, B. 2 
Mackenzie, D. M\64R 
ASC1H 
ASC 25 
ASC202 
ASC 02 
ASC114 
BAIL10 P 
P 
P 
P 
ASC 02 
PRC 01 
PRC 01 
PRC 01 
PRC 01 
PRC 01 
PRC 01 
PRC 01 
PRC 01 
ASC 02 
ASC 02 
ASC 02 
ASC 02 
ASC 02 
PRC 01 P 
P 
P 
-EV 
22 94-95 TIME AND ROOM SCHEDULE 
HATH 3 2S DIFFERENTIAL EQUATNS Slack, S. 
MATH 8 2S PRIN PROGRAMING LANG Fesq, R. 
MATH 6 2S MATHEMATCL STATISTICS Hartlaub, B. 
MATH 4 2S INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff 
MATH 6 2S JUNIOR HONORS Staff 
MATH 8 2S SENIOR HONORS Staff 
MFLL 1 IS IMAGING WMN:FRENAGERM Cowles,Moore 
INTRO TO MUSIC Ellsworth, J. 
BASIC MUSICIANSHIP I Locks, B. 
MUSIC THEORY Rubenstein, M. 
MUS HIST:MID AGE4REN Ongley, L. 
MUSIC HIST: 19TH CENT Ellsworth, J. 
HISTORY OF ROCK AROLL Onglsy, L. 
HISTORY OF ROCK AROLL Ongley, L. 
MUS LIT A STRUCTURE Rubenstein, M. 
INSTRUMENTATN AARRANG Rubenstein, M. 
VOICE CLASS 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
LEVEL 
ORGAN 
HARPSICHORD 
PIANO 
PIANO 
PIANO 
PIANO 
PIANO 
PIANO 
PIANO 
HARP 
VOICE 
VOICE 
VOICE 
VOICE 
VOICE 
VOICE 
VOICE 
VOICE 
RECORDER 
WOODWINDS 
WOODWINDS 
WOODWINDS 
PERCUSSION 
BRASS 
BRASS 
BRASS 
GUITAR 
STRINGS 
STRINGS 
STRINGS Same as 40-49 except LEVEL II 
Same as 40-49 except LEVEL III 
KENYON COMMUNIT CHOIR Locke, B. 
KC CHAMBER SINGERS Locke, B. 
FLUTE CHOIR Allen, L. 
WOODWIND CHMB ENSEMBL Staff 
STRING CHMB ENSEMBLES Baldwin, P. 
GUITAR ENSEMBLE May, J. 
BRASS ENSEMBLE Staff 
INSTRMNTL JAZZ ENSEMB Gaber, B. 
CONCERT BAND Ellsworth, J. 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff „ 
Baker, M. 
Brehm, L. 
Brehm, L. 
Pelfrey, P. 
Reitz, J. 
Smail, J. 
Staff 
Pelfrey, P. 
Reitz, J. 
Smail, J. 
Mooney, J. 
Baker, M. 
Gutierrez, R. 
Locke, B. 
Whitehead, J. 
Baker, M. 
Gutierrez, R. 
Locke, B. 
Whitehead, J. 
Bailey, J. 
Allen, L. 
Bailey, J. 
Staff 
Paton, E. 
Aho, E. 
Gaber, B. 
Ridenbaugh, L 
May, J. 
Baldwin, P. 
Lawson, C. 
Tanner, M. 
TBA P 
TBA P 
TBA P 
T-EVE ASC 25 L 
3 PRC201 L 
2 ROS 23 L 
D ROS 23 P 
D PRC201 P 
MW\7-8 PRC201 P 
2 PRC201 L 
4 PRC201 L 
B ROS 23 L 
M-AFT ROS 23 P 
WF\6 ROS 23 P D TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
W-EVE 
M-F\NOON 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
TBA 
MW\6 
MW\8 
E 
TBA 
ROSAUD 
ROSAUD 
ROSAUD 
ROSAUD 
ROSSE 
23 94-95 TIME AND ROOM SCHEDULE 
MUSC 97 IS MUSC 2 2S MUSC 4 2S MUSC 9 2S MUSC 12 2S MUSC 14 2 S MUSC 16 2S MUSC 22 2 S MUSC 38 2 S MUSC 40-71 2 S MUSC 74 2 S MUSC 75-80 2 S MUSC 85 2 S MUSC 91 2 S MUSC 92 2 S MUSC 94 2 S MUSC 96 2S MUSC 98 2S 
NEUR 71 IS NEUR 12 2S 
PHIL 10 01 IS PHIL 10 02 IS PHIL 10 03 IS PHIL 13 IS PHIL 14 IS PHIL 23 IS PHIL 24 IS PHIL 31 IS PHIL 41 IS PHIL 45 IS PHIL 55 IS PHIL 73 IS PHIL 75 IS PHIL 93 IS PHIL 97 IS PHIL 10 01 2S PHIL 10 02 2S PHIL 13 2S PHIL 14 2S PHIL 32 2S PHIL 33 2S PHIL 44 2S PHIL 48 2S PHIL S3 2S PHIL 72 2S PHIL 94 2S PHIL 96 2S PHIL 98 2S 
Y SENIOR HONORS 
Y INTRO TO MUSIC 
BASIC MUSICIANSHIP ! 
HAYDN 4 MOZART 
Y MUSIC THEORY 
MUS HIST:BAROQUE4CIJ 
MUSIC HISTORY: 20C Y MUS LIT 4 STRUCTURE 
MUSC THEATR 40PER WL.. 
same as first semester 
KC CHAMBER SINGERS 
same as first semester 
JAZZ THEORY 4 IMPR 
CONCERT BAND 
REQUIEM MASS 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
JUNIOR HONORS 
Y SENIOR HONORS 
CURRENT RESEARCH TOPC Williams, Staff TBA 
INTRO TO NEUROSCIENCE Willms,Lutn,Itg B 
Staff TBA 
Ellsworth, J. 3 
Locke, B. 2 Ongley, L. 4 
Rubenstein , M. D 
Ongley, L. D 
Ellsworth, J. MW\7-8 
Rubenstein, , M. B 
Gutierrez, R. E 
TBA 
Locke, B. M-F\NOON 
TBA 
Gaber, B. MW\4 
Ellsworth, J. TBA 
Ongley, L. 2 
Staff TBA 
Staff TBA 
Staff TBA 
FIRST 
PHSD 13 
PHSD 22 
PHSD 24 
PHSD 32 
PHSD 36 
PHSD 37 
PHSD 91 
FIRST 
PHSD 22 
SEMESTER 
10 IS 
10 IS 
10 IS 
10 IS 
10 IS 
10 IS 
10 IS SEMESTER, 20 IS 
INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC PRAC ISSUES IN ETHICS SYMBOLIC LOGIC 
PHIL OF NATURAL SCIEN 
HIST OF ANCIENT PHIL EXISTENTIALISM POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY PHILOSOPHY OF ART SEM ON METAPHYSICS SEMINAR: WITTGENSTEIN INDIVIDUAL STUDY SENIOR HONORS INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC PRAC ISSUES IN ETHICS HIST OF MODERN PHIL 19TH C PHILOSOPHY PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGN PHENOMENOLOGY 
POST-MODRN PERSPECTIV 
TLM,THEORY KNOWLEDGE INDIVIDUAL STUDY JUNIOR HONORS SENIOR HONORS 
, FIRST SESSION, 8/30 -LIFEGUARD TRAINING RACQUETBALL TENNIS 
GOLFWEIGHT TRAININC 
ARCHERY 
PERSONAL FITNESS 
®5£°ND SESSION, 10/24 RACQUETBALL 
DePascuale, J. 
Sample, R. 
Pessin, A. 
Pessin, A. 
Sample, R. 
Richeimer, J. 
Richeimer, J. 
Richeimer, J. 
DePascuale, J. 
Sample, R. 
DePascuale, J. 
Pessin, A. 
McLaren, R. 
Staff 
Staff 
Sample, R. 
Richeimer, J. 
Pessin, A. 
Sample, R. 
Pessin, A. 
Sample, R. 
Pessin, A. 
DePascuale, J. 
DePascuale, J. 
Richeimer, J. 
Staff 
McLaren, R. 
Staff 
• 10/14 
Steen, J. 
Heiser, W. 
Osborne, A. 
Taylor, W. 
DeWitt, M. Eichner, S. 
Bunnell, R. 
- 12/9 
Staff 
R0SSE 
B 
2 3 
D 
4 3 
8 
6 
E 
B MW\6-7 W-EVE 
M-EVE 
TBA 
TBA 
2 
B 
D 
7 
6 
4 
2 M-EVE 
E T-EVE 
TBA W-EVE 
TBA 
B 
E 
D 
4 
D 
B TBA 
ASC22 
ASC22 
ACLAND 
ASC 2 
ASC22 
ASC12 
ASC22 
SN 10 
ASC22 
SN 22 
ASC22 
ASC 2 
ASCII 
ERNST 
ERNST 
WRTHHR 
WRTHHR WFTHKR 
WRTHNR 
ERNST 
24 94-95 TIME AND ROOM SCHEDULE 
PHSD 23 20 IS SQUASH 
PHSD 24 20 IS TENNIS 
PHSD 39 20 IS INTERMED WT TRAINING 
PHSD 91 20 IS PERSONAL FITNESS 
SECOND SEMESTER, THIRD SESSION, 1/24 
PHSD 14 30 2S WATER SAFETY INSTRUCT 
PHSD 22 30 2S RACQUETBALL 
PHSD 32 30 2S BEG WEIGHT TRAINING 
PHSD 92 30 2S PERSONAL FITNESS 
Staff 
Wardlaw, P. 
Taylor, W. 
Bunnell, R. 
" 3/3 
Steen, J. 
Heiser, W. 
Meyer, J. 
Bunnell, R. 
SECOND SEMESTER, FOURTH SESSION, 3/20 - 4/28 
PHSD 24 40 2S 
PHSD 36 40 2S 
PHSD 39 40 2S 
PHSD 92 40 2S 
TENNIS 
GOLF 
INTERMED WT TRAINING 
PERSONAL FITNESS 
Brown, W. 
DeWitt, M. 
Meyer, J. 
Bunnell, R. 
D 
B 
4 
TBA 
B 
D 
4 
TBA 
D 
E 
4 
TBA 
ERNST L WRTHMR L WRTHMR L 
IS 
IS Y 
IS 
PHYS 32 is 
"W 41 is PHYS 45 is 
PHYS 93 lS 
PHYS 97 is Y 
PHYS 6 2S 
PHYS 1( 2S Y 
28 
2S 
28 
2S 
28 
2S Y 
01 IS Y 
02 is Y 
03 is Y 
04 is Y 
05 is y 
06 is Y 
01 IS 
02 IS 
01 IS 
IS 
01 IS 
02 IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
02 is 
IS 
FUND OF MOD ELECTRONC 
INTRO TO PHYSICS 
LAB 1 LAB 2 
LAB 3 LAB 4 
FIELDS & SPACETIME LAB 1 LAB 2 ELECTROMAGNETIC THRY QUANTUM MECHANICS EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS INDIVIDUAL STUDY SENIOR HONORS PLANETARY ASTRONOMY LAB INTRO TO PHYSICS LAB 1 LAB 2 LAB 3 
LAB 4 
OSCILLATIONS 6 WAVES ELECTRONICS THEORETICAL MECHANICS ATOMIC & NUCLEAR PHYS 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
SENIOR HONORS 
QUEST FOR JUSTICE QUEST FOR JUSTICE QUEST FOR JUSTICE QUEST FOR JUSTICE QUEST FOR JUSTICE QUEST FOR JUSTICE LIBERAL DEMOC IN AMER 
LIBERAL DEMOC IN AMER AM PUBL POLRSCH REFRM 
NEWS MEDIA I AMER POL POL PHIL:QUEST JUSTCE POL PHIL:QUEST JUSTCE AM POLITICAL THOUGHT 
MODERN DEMOCRACIES 
NATLSM &STATE-BUILDNG 
CONT WEST EURO POLITC 
SO AMERICAN POLITI/CS 
Greenslade, T. 
Turner, P. 
Schumacher, B. 
Greenslade, T. 
Roberts, C. 
Sullivan, T. 
Staff 
Staff Schumacher, B. 
Sullivan, T. 
Turner, P. 
Greenslade, T. 
Sullivan, T. 
Roberts, C. 
Staff 
Staff 
Baumann, F. 
Staff 
Clor, H. 
Emmert, K. 
Taxman, M. 
Taxman, M. 
Elliott, J. 
Elliott, J-
Emmert, K. 
Elliott, J. 
Clor, H. 
Clor, H. 
Emmert, K. 
Camerra-Rove,P. 
VanHolde, S. 
Camerra-Rowe,P• 
Klesner, J. 
AFT AFT 
D&E 
3 M-AFT T-AFT W-AFT R-AFT 
3 T W 4 
2 D&E TBA TBA B EVE TBA 
3 M-AFT T-AFT W-AFT R-AFT 
3 D&E 
B 
2 TBA 
TBA 
A B D 
2 4 
6 3 
5 
MW\7-8 
D 4 
6 B D B B 
2 
SM 101 SM 101 
SM 105 
SM 105 SM 105 SM 105 
HRWITZ HRWITZ 
HRWITZ 
HRWITZ 
HRWITZ 
HRWITZ 
BAILIO 
SM 101 ASC226 ASC202 BAIL25 
BAILIO SM 108 TMBRLK SM 203 ASC202 ACLAND 
25 94 
PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI PSCI 
PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC P8YC PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC PSYC 
51 01 51 02 78 
88 93 97 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
20 
22 02 
26 29 32 01 32 02 39 42 49 01 55 56 
60 71 73 89 92 01 92 02 94 98 
11 01 
11 02 11 03 11 04 11 05 
11 06 11 07 
11 08 11 09 
21 01 
21 02 
21 03 35 37 41 46 50 65 67 74 91 93 97 12 01 12 02 12 03 12 04 12 05 12 06 
IS IS IS IS IS IS 2S 2S 2S 2S 2S 2S 2S 2S 2S 2S 2S 2 S 2 S 2S 2S 2 S 2S 2S 2S 2S 2S 2S 2S 2S 2S 
IS IS IS IS IS IS IS IS 
IS IS Y IS Y IS Y IS IS IS IS 
18 IS IS IS IS IS IS Y 2S 2S 2S 2S 23 2S 
INTERN'L RELATIONS 
INTERN'L RELATIONS 
TOCQUEVILLE DEMOCRATC 
THUCYDIDES:WAR*PHILOS 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
SENIOR HONORS 
QUEST FOR JUSTICE 
QUEST FOR JUSTICE 
QUEST FOR JUSTICE 
QUEST FOR JUSTICE 
QUEST FOR JUSTICE 
QUEST FOR JUSTICE 
PUBLIC POLICY 
POLITICS OF ENVIRONMT 
AMERICAN PRESIDENCY 
AM CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 
POLIT PHIL:MOD VS ANC 
POLIT PHIL:MOD VS ANC 
MOD AM POLIT THOUGHT 
STATE&ECON:INTRO ECON 
CONTMP E EURO POLITIC 
MAKNG AM FOREIGN POL 
INTNTL POL ECON 
RELATIONS OF NATIONS 
POLITICS * JOURNALISM 
PORNO, SEX 6 CENSOR 
PLATO'S REPUBLIC 
WHAT IS ENLIGHTENMNT 
POLITICS OF PEASANTRY 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
SENIOR HONORS 
Klesner, J. 
Klesner, J. 
Taxman, M. 
Baumann, F. 
Staff 
Staff 
Baumann, F. 
Baumann, F. 
Clor, H. 
Emmert, K. 
Taxman, M. 
Taxman, M. 
Elliott, J. 
VanHolde, S. 
Emmert, K. 
Clor, H. 
Jensen, P. 
Jensen, P. 
Emmert, K. 
Klesner, J. 
VanHolde, S. 
Elliott, J. 
Camerra-Rowe 
Baumann, F. 
Elliott, J. 
Clor, H. 
Taxman, M. 
Jensen, P. 
VanHolde, S. 
Staff 
Staff 
INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY 
RESEARCH METHODS RESEARCH METHODS RESEARCH METHODS DEVELOPMENTAL PSYC ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY LEARNING 6 MOTIVATION COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYC PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN SOCIAL*EMOTIONL DEVE INDIVIDUAL STUDY SENIOR HONORS 
INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY 
1X5 PS*CHOLOGY TO PSYCHOLOGY JUI?0 70 PSYCHOLOGY INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY 
Raag, T. 
Levine, M. 
Stoltzfus, E 
Stoltzfus, E 
Neimiec, A. 
Neimiec, A. 
McDonaugh, R. 
McDonaugh, R. 
Rice, C. 
Murnen, S. 
Murnen, S. 
William*, J. 
Raag, T. 
Levine, M. 
Williams, J. 
Stoltzfus, E. 
McDonaugh, R. 
Leccese, A. 
Leccese, A. 
Murnen, S. 
Raag, T. 
Staff 
Staff 
Raag, T. 
Raag, T. 
Stoltzfus, E. 
Stoltzfus, E. 
Neimiec, A. 
Neimiec, A. 
26 94-95 TIME AND ROOM SCHEDULE 
07 2S 
08 2S 
09 2S 
01 2S Y 
02 2S Y 
03 2S Y 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S Y 
01 IS 
02 IS 
03 IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS Y 
01 2S 
02 2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
2S 
01 2S 
02 2S 
2S Y 
IS Y 
IS Y 
IS 
2S Y 
2S Y 
01 IS Y 01 2S Y 
01 IS 
02 IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS 
IS Y 
Levine-Leccese W-AFT 
Leccese, A. 
McDonaugh, R. 
Staff 
Murnen, S. 
Staff 
INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY McDonaugh, R. 
INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY McDonaugh, R. 
INTRO TO PSYCHOLOGY Rica, C. 
RESEARCH METHODS Murnan, S. 
RESEARCH METHODS Murnen, S. 
RESEARCH METHODS Williams, J. 
ADULT DEVELOPMENT Raag, T. 
CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY Levine, M. 
PERCEPTION Neimiec, A. 
PSYC OF LANGUAGE Stoltzfus, E. 
THEOR OF PERSONALITY Levina, M. 
PSYC OF ABNORM BEHAVR 
NEUROPSYCHOLOGY 
PSY OF RACE &ETHNICTY 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
JUNIOR HONORS 
SENIOR HONORS 
INTRO TO STUDY RELN 
INTRO TO STUDY RELN 
INTRO TO STUDY RELN 
CHRISTIAN BEGINNINGS 
JUDAIC TRADITION 
JEWS IN LITERATURE 
FAITH OF CHRISTIANS 
SOUTH ASIAN RELIGIONS 
CLASSICAL ISLAM 
ETHICS & SOC JUSTICE 
SENIOR SEMINAR 
READINGS OF JOB 
ASIAN RELGN EAST6WEST 
SENIOR HONORS 
INTRO TO STUDY RELN 
INTRO TO STUDY RELN 
REFORMATION 
RELIGION IN AMERICA 
APPROCH TO STDY RELN 
WOMEN 6 JUDAISM 
SOULS ON FIRE:JEW MYS 
BUDDHIST THOUGHT6PRAC 
EXILE AND PILGRIMAGE 
ISLAM IN CHINA fcASIA 
WOMEN fc CHRSTN TRADTN 
SENIOR HONORS 
INTENSV INTRO RUSSIAN Staff 
INTERMEDIATE RUSSIAN Staff 
ADVANCED RUSSIAN Staff 
INTENSV INTRO RUSSIAN Staff 
INTERMEDIATE RUSSIAN Staff 
Rhodes, R. 
Dean-Otting, M. 
Rogan, D. 
Rogan, D. 
Dean-Otting, M. 
Dean-Otting, M. 
Rhodes, R. 
McMillin, L. 
Schubel, V. 
Rhodes, R. 
Schubel, V. 
Rogan, D. 
McMillin, L. 
Staff 
Rhodes, R. 
Schubel, V. 
Rhodes, R. 
Rogan, D. 
Schubel, V. 
Dean-Otting, M. 
Dean-Otting, M. 
McMillin, L. 
Rogan, D. 
Schubel,Dunne11 
Suydam, M. 
Staff 
IS-INTERM SANSKRIT 
IS-INTERM SANSKRIT 
HUMAN SOCIETY 
HUMAN SOCIETY 
IDENT IN AM SOCIETY 
WEALTH & POWER 
RACE,ETHNIC t AM LAW 
CLASSICAL SOC THEORY 
FIELDWK: FAMILY FARM 
McCulloh, W. 
McCulloh, W. 
Wittig, M. 
wittig, M. 
Sacks, H. 
wittig, M. 
Sheffield, R-
Marcus, J. 
Sacks, H. 
1 
E 
TBA 
MW\6-7 
TBA 
2 
B 
D 
6 
3 
D 
4 
B MW\7-8 
6 
W-EVE 
T-EVE 
E 
TBA 
2 
D 
4 
6 
B MW\7-8 
3 
E 
T-EVE 
W-EVE 
2 
TBA 
LTA 
2 
TBA 
ltA 
2 
TBA 
TBA 
B 3 
2 
6 T-AFT 
M-EVE 
R-EVE 
ASC125 
ASCI25 
ASC125 
ASCI25 
ASC201 
ASC126 
BAIL10 
ASC 25 ASCI25 BAIL25 
ASCI25 
ASC120 ASC120 
ASCI25 
ASC202 
P 
P 
PLM200 L 
BAIL25 L 
BAIL25 L PLM200 L 
BAIL12 P 
BAIL12 L DAVISI P 
27 94-95 TIME AND ROOM SCHEDUli 
SOCY 91 01 IS SOCIOLOGY OF GENDER Marcus, J. D 
SOCY 91 02 IS POLITICS 4 SOCIETY Marcus, J. W-EVE 
SOCY 93 IS INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff TBA SOCY 97 IS SENIOR HONORS Staff TBA SOCY 10 01 2S HUMAN SOCIETY Macionis, J. B 
SOCY 10 02 2S HUMAN SOCIETY Wittig, M. 3 SOCY 22 2S DEVIANCE Marcus, J. E 
SOCY 25 2S FAMILY 4 SOCIETY Wittig, M. 6 SOCY 57 2S LAW 4 AMERICAN FAMILY Sheffield, R. T-AFT SOCY 62 2S CONTEMP SOCIAL THEORY Sacks, H. B SOCY 63 2S LOGIC4METH OF SOC RES Macionis, J. T-EVE SOCY 68 2S Y FIELDWK: FAMILY FARM Sacks, H. R-EVE SOCY 92 01 2S SOCIOLGY OF LITERATUR Marcus, J. D SOCY 92 02 2S SOC CHNG IN E EUROPE Marcus, J. W-EVE SOCY 92 03 2S DEVELOP 4 PUBLIC POL Wittig, M. M-EVE SOCY 94 2S INDIVIDUAL STUDY Staff TBA SOCY 98 2S SENIOR HONORS Staff TBA 
SPAN 11 IS Y SPAN 13 01 IS Y SPAN 13 02 IS Y SPAN 21 IS SPAN 31 IS Y SPAN 38 IS SPAN 51 IS Y SPAN 93 IS SPAN 97 IS Y SPAN 12 2S Y SPAN 14 01 2S Y SPAN 14 02 2S Y SPAN 32 2S Y SPAN 44 2S SPAN 47 2S SPAN 52 2S Y SPAN 54 2S SPAN 94 2S SPAN 98 2S Y 
WMNS 11 IS WMNS 31 IS WMNS 33 IS WMNS 93 IS WMNS 11 2S WMNS 21 2S WMNS 81 2S WMNS 94 2S 
INTENSV INTRO SPANISH 
CONVERSATN 4COMPOSITN 
CONVERSATN 4COMPOSITN 
ADV GRAMR, CONV, COMP 
INTRO TO HISPANIC LIT 
INTRO SPAN AM FICTION 
20TH CENT SPAN AM FIC 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
SENIOR HONORS 
INTENSV INTRO SPANISH 
CONVERSATN 4COMPOSITN 
CONVERSATN 4COMPOSITN 
INTRO TO HISPANIC LIT 
CONT SPAN AM STORIES 
19TH CENT SPAN NOVEL 
20TH CENT SPAN AM FIC 
SPANISH AMERICAN POET 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
SENIOR HONORS 
INT WOMENS 4GNDR STDS 
FEMINIST METHODOLOGY 
GENDER,LANG & POWER 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
INT WOMENS 4GNDR STDS 
LESBIAN 4 GAY CULTURE 
SENIOR SEMINAR 
INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
Piano, C. 
Metzler, L. 
Roman-Odio, C. 
Roman-Odio, C. 
Metzler, L. 
Roman-Odio, C. 
Piano, C. 
Staff 
Staff 
Piano, C. 
Metzler, L. 
Roman-Odio, C. 
Metzler, L. Roman-Odio, C. 
Metzler, L. 
Piano, C. 
Roman-Odio, C. 
Staff 
Staff 
Finke, L. 
Finke, L. 
Finke, L. 
Staff 
Finke, L. 
Bennett, R. 
Finke, L. 
Staff 
24A 
3 
4 
8 
B 
3 
4 
TBA 
TBA 
24A 
3 
4 
B 
8 
D 
4 
3 
TBA 
TBA 
B 
D 
MW\7-8 
TBA 
B 
MW\7-8 
D 
TBA 
BAIL25 I 
BAIL 1 P 
P 
P 
I 
I 
I 
I 
P 
I 
I 
DAVIS1 P 
L 
P 
P 
P 
P 
ASC 25 t 
ASC202 I 
ASC201 I 
ASC126 I 
ASC202 t 
ASC225 I 
ASC 25 
P 
P 
1 
L 
I 
I 
L 
I 
r p 
ASC220 I 
SM 1M \ 
SM 224 I P I 
P 
P 
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SUPPLEMENT TO ACADEMIC REGULATIONS 
UVIIOI CHAMOII Students who wish to chsngs thslr fsculty advisor may obtainth* 
ipproprlata form from ths Academic Advising Office In the SAC- However, If 9 
involve* declaring a major or a change of major, then do MOT complete a Change Of 
Wvieor fore; Instead, obtain a Declaration of Major form from the Registrar a -
imoni OP ADVISOR I This -approval- generally means that the advisor has been 
consulted and that the student has discussed the matter with him or her. Approval ie 
often given by faculty who do not necessarily approve In the strictest sense of 
bet who sign a form to Indicate that the student has consulted the advisor. See FORGERT. 
CLUI STAMD I NO i Your class standing Is based primarily on the number of semesters you 
hsve coapleted as a full-time undergraduate. However, those who fall more than tw 
units behind 'normal progress* have their class standing adjusted back one year. 
Students who are projected to complete requirements In December of any year are 
dssslfled with the class of the FOLLOWING May. 
coNWNCEMENTi Students participate In Commencement ONLY AFTER THEY_HAVE COMPLETED 
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS. If the College were to make a public display that 9?**' 
•ppesrsncs that a person has graduated, when In fact they have not, It could be 
construed as a deliberate misrepresentation and could undermine the «i««wa 
Colltgt, Students who complata raquiramanta ovtr tha euinmar, or avan latar* / 
•llglble to return and participate In the commencement FOLLOWING their actual 
completion. 
«scu,«ATlowt Although course work may be begun prior to declaration, students 
*«l*rs a concentration only after they have declared a major. To elect • 
tudents obtain and file a form In the Reglstrar'e Office after securing the necessa y 
sculty signatures. Students who wish to elect a concentration must do so berore 
snusry of their senior va*r. 
»— WLUUWIILE
yea
WMS OF STUDYi The Kenyon College COURSE OF STUDY Is the prime *°r "iinSbdk 
College academic regulatlone and proceduree. Items found In this Enroll 
* •,,nt t0 «PPl««nt Information In COURSE OF STUDY. Students are presumed to oe 
ltr information in COURSE Of STUDY and ara hald accountable for it. 
eriiS^ . Crop/Add Period Is the first seven clase days of each semester. Dur g 
urlna'vl^ Bt" *r* •xP*cted to make any changea In their enrollment. Cou 
P*rlod do not appear on the student '. grade report or permanent J*«®rd; 
«eh cm!. •KP/*dd p*riod» students do not -drop- a course, they "wlthdrB" with the oouree does appear on grade report, and on the permanent 
••Nation -up- (Withdrew pkislng). 
to enroll Is to Indicate In the Registrar's Office on proper J0" 
lf 1.7S ^  ? student In a given course. A proper semeater enrollment inclu Mnt,. 
aiy tha at- A unita and a minimum of .5 units in at laaat two diffarant p 
etudent may enroll or change enrollmente and ehould do so In person. 
Sui-I?i"i,lC4tlon or for9Sty any College document (e.g., *PP1ff*'i°|>h'C,MURSE F '0rm' •nr®llment form) violate. College rules, as outlined In the COURSE^ 
0r»«l ,u^?r.COMDOCT *nd HONESTY, suspected violations of this policy are a J 
•1 Procedures. (See also, Transcripts, last paragraph.) 
" f°u an Incomplete carrying over from a prevloue K,ny°n 
r«ntlno co"Plete your work for that course by the date specified b* . 
°W| only * dean who granted your Incomplete can not extend the "" that are 
01 rnUfl- Dean mly extend deadline, for Incomplete.. Incompletes that are 
by the date specified are automatically converted to a grade of F . 
>>• Instructor"®^ T° *nro11 'or an Independent Study, students need •^'"^"nlLee b°th 
to nro*?^ th* d*Psrtment chair In addition to their advisor. AlEO, P**V* b t 
° LLT*R than VK th* R*9i«trar with a short, specific title •••?!!" •• 
*'1,tration bbhth week of the semester. Please uee the Individual Stu y 
^ tm available in the Reglstrar'e Office. 
*• •'^ourenL/T** *tud#nt* declare a major course of study If they fa^lar.** 
*Jor by Roy . ® c^*re a major In Spring Semester. Junior, sr. required todec:l.r<... 
in maior i^r,' 30 ,or D*c- grade). Students declaring a major, a 2nd J 
^ ' «hould obtain a DECLARATION OF MAJOR form in tha Ragiatrar 
"lc* U the'.»lil "tud*nts must enroll for applied music courses in the " 
"" Nsnner and by the same deadline date, as for any other 
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OFF CAMPUS STUDY I Students sbout to leave Xanyon to participata In an OCS progrie, WIT 
*f i • hAjor before thay laava Gambler. See also "Year Coursas" and "Major*. Studeati 
returning frasi OCS should hava a tranacript of thalr racord aant to tha Kanyon 
Registrar. Thay also naad to hava a confaranca with tha OCS Diractor bafora tha COUUI 
APPROVAL FORM can ba forwarded to tha Xanyon Ragiatrar and tha OCS cradlts tranatarrad. 
PASS/D/PAILI Oradas ara racordad for atudanta who hava anrollad In a couraa on a F/D/F 
basis in tha following aannart for a grada of C- or abova a P (pass). Thia grada doai 
n°j i *°? th# *tud#nt'* OPh. Any grada lowar than a C- la racordad as a lattar grada 
and la calculated into tha atudant's CPA. Studanta must obtain instructor approval 
bafora thay can ba anrollad on a P/D/F basia. Faculty ara undar no obligation to grant 
ission. If this option la approved, tha atudant's ENROLLMENT PRINT-OUT WU, 
INDICATE PASS/FAIL for such couraaa. Look for tha words "Pass/Fail" on your achadula of 
racordi if thaaa words do not appear juat undar tha couraa item line, than you art not 
anrollad on a Paas/D/Fail baaia. Students who have declared a major couraa of study ei; 
not elect to take a couraa on a P/D/F basia in their major department. Studanta ara 
pacifically required to OMintain a consistent grading option over both halves of a yaar 
ACADEMIC RECORDI The Ragistrar maintains foravar an academic racord card let 
aacn student. Thia racord ahows tha student's name, Xanyon I.D. No., secondary school, 
°5 *ntrT' of birth, major, data degree granted, data aanior exercise 
courses taken (numbers, titles, units, grades, quality pointe) and yearly and 
umulativs total unita and grada point averages. (Sea TRANSCRIPT.) 
1 °"' ®tudente "Ay enroll in soma couraaa only with tha permission of the 
*2252^25" ?n "uch CMM' th* Instructor will write his/her name or initials in the 
222*222tad column of tha SELECTION OF COURSES form, or in soma cases will supply the 
722222!L2_ > • aerate signed note. Also, students must hava tha permission of the 
•22 222 2?f la • cour*e on a Pass/Fail basis or to Audit a course. Instructon 
ei«.222 140 ®bu9,tion to give permission. All Special Students are enrolled in classes on a "permission" basis. 
Thl" form, whan racaivad in tha Ragiatrar's Offica, officially a*M» 
I22A.?2rf?a* yon Student. It ia to ba submitted within tha first weak of each 
later do «ih»m¥2Uv255*'m1 **ny°n" f you cannot enroll (add or drop courses) un*}' 
e£2£.i22 f P ,00* MMIT TO "OUTER ON TIKE anyway. REGISTERING in the Colls* v* 
in classes ara two separata requirements that serve two different needs. 
PH3DIco^^•222C*T22!^ C^OO,a,*, Th*r* lrt aavaral apacial policies governing enroll""^ ' 
count aailnat "r* offered only on PASS/D/FAIL grading basis, but do no 
needed f!r I!.?*. 0 2 "nits of P/D/F allowed to ba counted toward tha 16 unit 
units^naadad 2." s'ud*nt* "ay «PPly a maximum of .5 unite of PHSD toward the 16 
weak sen inn 2L,9™<l"ation. Students may enroll in only one PHSD course in ••ch *u 
dHdl^! 22; !22*2** #*Ch PHSD ••"•xon is about half as long as Xanyon •*-«""'% £r cr2d*t dd"dr°P( W' >tc- •'• raducad by half. PHSD coursas may not bs repe.tsn 
a*receiDt you transact business in tha Registrar's Office you will be 9**^ 
or I prKt!L?^ •°rt- 0'U4lxy it will ba a carbon copy of a form you have 'capiat^ 
transactioi^lar25 y°2f •nroX1«»*ntA- KEEP THESE RECEIPTS. You may need to P™** yc§n 
NOT put vou in !i *r* Always happy to correct any arrora wa make; however hout tha nraJ2 course or withdraw you from a course or take any other action 
or without your RECEIPT. tha proper fORM~~-~~""
W* a any 
•PPCovals * if°thl,.2 *** repast a couraa with tha advisor's and in,^ c"[<j| 
And credit >- 52 2 repeats a course that was previously failed, th* "•" ® 
requirements. How2222 °5h2^ P*««*nt racord and may apply toward '"duatlo^ 
- c.icui.t"^ trom tha •tud-nt'# r#cord' ^  „ 
previously, 'tha^aw'arada'hi cour"* ,or whXch credit and a passing grada wars r*ce ^  
quality oointa >22 ®r*d# becomes part of tha permanent racord; however, no 4ffsct 
st5d22i'5 f°r th* "P-fd course. Thus th. new yr.da doe. g 
tha instructor «.«• », Th# ""dent must notify tha Ragistrar • 0 which 
criduis^v^ir2Sd.tn th# c*m wh#r# • 'tud#nt Lt '•p-tin« * c°° 
TACulty^!ishiMltelei!er0<*ei'°r ••"••t*r end yaar coursas ara assigned by the 
SWITZSJt. All oth*i- # cia**r00iM plaaaa contact tha Ragiatrar at PBX 51 g# 0t*' 
time class maatin2« 22 *"d ""dent needs for meeting rooms—clubs, comm (5139)• *tc. should ba addressed to Catharine Levengood in the 
CREDIT' Students who hava earned Xanyon credit through participation in sc 
30 
courts. vhil. In high nehool should visit th. R^l.trar's Office nnd dlieuii their 
oytiont regarding such credit. 
TUMCRIPTi lou any obtain or have ua mail a transcript 'coP)[' ®' charge 
ictdaaic racord at any tine. Tha fir at ona (avar) la free; to ,ny 
(or thia tarvlce (currantiy $3.00). A tranacript of V®"* racor _ request a 
othar Kanyon office, including OCS. tha SAC and your .at 
tranacript, visit tha Ragiatrar'a Offica and obtain a AEQU*** * in ca,h or 
Coaplata tha fora and laava it for procassing. Transcripts may be P* onc# a 
charged to your studant account. Sinca permanent racord cards are uyds i. 
roar (la tha ausmar) transcripts issuad from January through Kay will r#au.,t a 
include a aacond paga that is a copy of your January Crada Report. * bs^iurs to so 
tranacript lata in a saaoastsr, but want to Includa that semester s 9' • r#quest 
indlcata on tha REQUEST fora. Transcripts must ba raquastad in writing 
ait baar tha atudsnt's signatura. . .K,_ hv law 
Tha unauthoritsd altaring of an acadaalc racord is a crima punish By 'cad#l>iC 
Itudanta or graduatas who fall to raapact and aaintain tha lntegr. riaht to 
wcord, or copisa tharaof, will ba prosacutad. Tha Collage also reserves tha right 
Halt or diacontinua transcript service for such individuals. 
•ITIDUIHI PROM A COURSB• Obtain a Drop-Add form from tha Registrar'S°''1®?'t^pl#t* 
tha (ora; obtain appropriate signatures; and return tha form to tha 
•tglatrar. Sea DEADLINES AND LATE PIES for allowable dates. 
•iTtDUKM. PROM THE COLLROBI Obtain appropriate form from Dean of Students in tha 
nu C00R1RSI Tha second half of a year course may ba dropped at the and of 
"J*»tar with grade and credit for tha first half with consent of '** * . Students 
Nit met or. Instructors may require students to sit for a final ex Semester are 
£ •« enrolled in a year course but who do not return to Kanyon «P'X"« 
"Tmmmticaliy given half credit and grade. If you are not you roust 
CLBW *nd wX,h to rscaiva grade and half credit for a ye ! aanner. 
«Plsts a Drop/Add porm, and fll. it in th. R.gi.tr.r's Of f lea inth.u.u.1 
crada proP*rXy convert tha year course to a semester ®°ur,# ** th_ 2nd half of a 
1,0 cr,<1Xt 'c the year course. Students who (if 
rwui^S*!!?' th*n "Xt tor th# ••••ihA'loh Xn 'irst half ° eubmit a grade 
•Ithi^? ^ th# lnBtructor) in a timely manner so that tha "*d-d as an 'f. 
!«udent«"° 0t th* *xthdr«w«x data; otherwise tha grade wi11 following schedule; 
say withdraw from YEAR and SEMESTER course, only within tha 
YEAR COURSE 
'MA SEMESTER 1 
2-8 
9-15 
ADD-DROP 
WP EXTRA COURSB ONLY 
NO WITHDRAWALS. CRADB 
ADD-DROP 
WP EXTRA COURSE ONLY 
NO WITHDRAWALS. GRADE 
"*180 SEMBSTER 1 
2-8 
9-15 
ADD-DROP 
WP EXTRA COURSE ONLY 
NO WITHDRAWALS. GRADE 
MUST BE ISSUED. 
1/2 CR 18, DROP 2S 
1/2 CR 18, WP 2S 
NO WITHDRAWALS. GRADE 
3 1  
KENYON GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS SELF-AUDIT 
MINIMUI < MAXIMUI ( I HAVE 
A SEMESTERS OF FULL-TIME UNDERGRAD WORK 8 . 0 0  
B. FINE ARTS 
?»N^RVLL UNIT IN ANY 0NE DEPARTMENTS 
(ARTS/ARHS) (DANC/DRAM) (MUSC) 1 . 0 0  
C. HUMANITIES 
?RF»RYL^J!NIT IN *** 0NE DEPARTMENT: 
(CLAS) (ENGL) (MFLL) (PHIL) (RELN) 1 .  0 0  
D. NATURAL SCIENCE 
IN ANY ONE DEPARTMENT: 
(BIOL) (CHEM) (MATH) (PHYS) (PSYC) 1 . 0 0  
E. SOCIAL SCIENCE 
IN ANY 0NE DEPARTMENT: 
(ANTH/SOCY) (ECON) (HIST) (PSCI) 1 . 0 0  
F. MAJOR COURSE OF STUDY* 
REOUTUFMPNTS: 
COMPLETE SENIOR EXERCISE PASS HONORS 
G. UNITS IN MAJOR: 
JP » ONE-DISCIPLINE DEPARTMENT 
MULTI-DISCIPLINE DEPARTMENT 
4 . 0 0  
4 . 0 0  
7 . 0 0  
9 . 0 0  
H. UNITS OUTSIDE MAJOR DISCIPLINE: 9 .  0 0  
I. UNITS OF PASS/FAIL AT KENYON 2 . 0 0  
J. UNITS OF SUMMER-SCHOOL WORK 2 . 0 0  
K. UNITS EARNED AT KENYON (LETTER GRADE) 8 . 0 0  
L. SENIOR YEAR AT KENYON YES 
M. K>TAL UNITS OF CREDIT 1 6 . 0 0  
N. -RADE POINT AVERAGE 2 . 0 0  #%V£>KA^g .  
°TES. o MAXIMUM figures assume a TOTAL of 16 units and »ay *> 
o ApC"f^°nly a* th* 16-unit total (M) is exceeded, 
o pHqn J i fay h* used for a11 but distribution (B-E) 
®x*ter credit does not count toward 2.0 max* 
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SCHEDULE PLANNING FORM 
FALL SEMESTER SPRING SEMESTER 
1 
MONDAY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY PERIOD MONDAY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY 
1 
8:10 
2 
9:10 
3 
10:10 
4 
11:10 
5 
12:10 
6 
1:10 
7 
2:10 
8 
3:10 
EVE. 
7:00 
TUESDAY THURSDAY PERIOD TUESDAY THURSDAY 
A 
8:10 
B 
9:40 
COM! 
HOI 
ION 
JR 11:10 
COMMON 
HOUR 
D 
1:10 
E 
2:40 
EVE. 
7:00 
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FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE* 
Fall Semester, 1994-95 
GRACE 
8:30-11:30 A.M. 1:30-4:30 P.M. 6:30-9:30 P.M. 
SATURDAY 
DECEMBER 17 PERIOD 6 PERIOD 1 PERIOD D 
SUNDAY 
DECEMBER 18 PERIOD 3 PERIODS A t 8 
TUESDAY 
DECEMBER 20 PERIOD B PERIOD E PERIOD 4 
WEDNESDAY 
DECEMBER 21 PERIOD 2 PERIOD 7 PERIOD 5 
END OF SEMESTER: °F COURSEWORK 9;3Q P M ^^ UEC- „ 
AUDOTMP2R YEAR~COUI*SES DUE: 10:00 A.M. Thu., Dec. 23 ALL OTHER GRADES DUE: 10:00 A.M. Tue., Jan. 3 
?. J u r.n. » — 
9:30 P.M. Wed., Dec. 
~ " 
0:00 
Spring Semester, 1994-95 
8:30-11:30 A.M. 
nay 9-10 & satur 
1:30-4:30 P.M. 6:30-9:30 P-N. THURSDAY MAY 11 PERIOD 3 PERIOD 5 PERIOD B FRIDAY MAY 12 PERIOD D PERIOD 1 PERIOD 6 SUNDAY MAY 14 PERIOD 4 PERIODS A MONDAY MAY 15 PERIOD 2 DPRTOD E -
END OF SEMESTER?MISSI0N OF COURSEWO» 
SENIOR GRADES DUE: ALL OTHER GRADES DUE: 
regarding ,hould contact the registrar 
these time period® °f cla«roon18 beforB choosing one ol 
9:30 P.M. Mon., Nay 1 
10:00 A.M. Tues., May 
10:00 A.M. Tues., Nay 
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FINAL EXAMINATION POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 
Examinations are ordinarily held in the same classroom in which the 
class has met for the semester. Exceptions must be coordinated 
through the Registrar. 
Students seeking relief from three exams on one day should approach 
one of their instructors. Normally one should approach the 
instructor of the 1:10 exam. 
Evening-course examinations are to be arranged by the instructor 
within the examination schedule. 
Exams for courses meeting for a two- or three-hour period one day a 
week are scheduled according to the beginning hour. 
Exams for courses meeting five days a week are scheduled according to 
the MWF meeting hour. 
Students are expected to sit for exams concurrently with classmates. 
Instructors are under no obligation to make exceptions to this rule 
(except for the student seeking relief from three examinations in a 
given day.) m the rare instance that a special exam is scheduled, 
the instructor must exact a grade penalty and notify the Registr 
Tha student is assessed a fee. Problems involving transportation 
and/or jobs, for example, are NOT sufficient grounds for reguesting 
change of time for an examination. 
Instructors are responsible for setting deadlines for the ""b"*"lon 
cLC0Ur8e wor*- However, they MAY NOT ACCEPT WORK AFTER THE LAST 
SCHEDULED EXAM PERIOD unless an Incomplete Contract has been grante 
y the Dean of Students or the Dean for Academic Advising, 
nstructors may not request or grant incompletes. 
**"• in a semester course may be either two or three hours 
length. Generally, they are two hours unless the instructor 
•Pecified otherwise at the beginning of the course. 
final exams in year courses are three hours in length. 
"Take-hoae- examinations, final papers or other Pr°lec^8,^at 8®rVe 
2?* Place of a final examination may not be required 
ubmisaion earlier than the scheduled exam time for the cour . 
final exam may be scheduled during the Grace Period. 
fin»?"9i*trar issues all official statements to a^tuden^of nal grades and their status. No instructor may inform 
al grade in his or her own course or in another s. 
SPRINO SEMESTER 1996-95 
Jan 15, Sun .... Student residences open st 1°'00 2'Bneriod; 
Jan 17, Tus . . . . Classes Begin; Registration; Two-day grace perioa, 
Begin add-drop period 
Jan 24, Tue . . . . Start Session 3 PHSD courses 
Jan 25, Wed ... . End of Add-Drop period; Last day to > 
Last day to change to audit in Spring courses; 
Spring count •nrollio«nt« finall*«a 
fsb 3-4, Pri-Sat. . Alumni Council; Kenyon Tund Executive Com. 
7ab 10-11, Pri-Sat. Executive Committee meeting raurses 
Pab 13, Hon .... Last day to change grading option in Sprt g 
Pab 27, Hon .... Last day to add a course office 
Pab 27-Mar 4. . . . Midterm reports due to Ac,d#®i£ . 
Pab 27-Mar 24 . . . Add-drop period for Session 4 PHSD courses 
sual «ar 1, Wed Ash Wednesday; Classes as u 
*«r 3, Pri End Session 3 PHSD courses 
"*r 4, Sat Spring Vacation begins 
"at 30, H o n  . . . .  c l a s s e s  r e s u m e ;  T w o - d a y  g r a c e  p e r i o d ;  
Start Session 4 PHSD courses or 
•at 37, Hon .... Last day to withdraw from extra Spring ' - - - - — - uU H "WP • • ww -- . . . second-half of Year course with 
Apr 3-8, Pri-Sat. . Parents' Advisory Council usual 
Apr 14, Pri ... . good Priday; Eve of Passover; Classes 
Apr 15, Sat .... First Day of Passover 
Apr 15, Sun .... Easter Sunday 
*Pr 18, Tue .... Honors Day 
Apr 31-23, Pri-Sat. Spring meeting of the Board of Trustees 
Apr 35-May 2,Tu-Tu. April enrollment for 1995-96 courses 
Apr 38, Pri ... . End Session 4 PHSD courses 
!!** J' Thu Begin Grace Period before final exams 
"•P 8, Hon Last day of classes 
"•y 9-10, Tue-Wed . Reading Days 
"*y J*_13, Thu-Fri. Examinations 
M«y I'"' • • • *Mding Day 
M. .. ' Sun~Non. Examinations _ dav faculty may 
** Kon . . . . second semester end. st 9.30 P;";» 
Nav I* accept work for Year •nd,Sp'Jy? bv IO.OO a.m. "•y 16. Tue ... . 8.nior gr4d„ to Registrar' s  ( l l  j  
„ Residences close at Noon (Except Srs.) 
M.V ,un • • • • 167th Commencement ...... 
n»v ii' M°" • • • • Residences close for all st 10. • • 1(J 
» •  * « •  . . . .  U n d e r c l a s s  g r a d e s  t o  M g i « t r » r  -
"•Y 34-28, Wed-Eun. Alumni Reunion Weekendi Alumni counc 
DEADLINES AND LATE FEES 
Late fees are imposed for the purpose of encouraging students to 
accomplish proper registration and enrollment in a timely manner so tint 
timely and accurate reports may be generated by the Registrar's Offics. 
The late fee is assessed per transaction, not per course. PLEASE MAXE k .  
CHANGES DURING THE ADD-DROP PERIOD. 
FALL 1994: 
DATE WEEK REGISTER 
ADD A COURSE 
DROP A COURSE 
AUDIT A COURSE 
CHANGE TO/FROM PASS/FAIL 
AUG 30-SEP 7 YES YES YES YES YES 
SEP 8,9,12 $ $ $/WP NO YES 
SEP 13-26 3-4 NO $ $/WP NO YES 
SEP 27-OCT 12 5-6 NO $ $/WP NO NO 
OCT 13-26 7-8 NO NO $/WP NO NO 
OCT 27... 9... NO NO NO NO NO 
SPRING 1995: 
DATE WEEK REGISTER 
ADD A COURSE 
DROP A COURSE 
AUDIT A COURSE 
CHANGE TO/FROM PASS/FAIL 
JAN 17-25 YES YES YES YES YES 
JAN 26,27,30 $ $ $/WP NO YES 
JAN 31-FEB 13 3-4 NO $ $/WP NO YES 
FEB 14-27 5-6 NO $ $/WP NO NO 
FEB 28-MAR 27 7-8 NO NO $/WP NO NO 
MAR 28... 9... NO NO NO NO NO 
perioa; please make all cnanges 
5 - Discouraged, but permitted with $25 late fee WP - Withdraw Passing from an EXTRA course only 
Ho - Not permitted 
